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Abstract
The continuing evolution of wireless networks and services has increased the
complexity and diversity of wireless networks and devices, placing significant emphasis
on the need for flexible device configuration management. Widely varying wireless
technologies currently operate independently worldwide, making global wireless
network access for the mobile user confusing and unwieldy. New technologies, network
access methodologies and improved services further obscure the evolving environment.
The focus of effort for this thesis is the development of a system to automate the
distribution and management of software and hardware configurations that enable
different levels of wireless device reconfiguration. The scope of investigation will
address the feasibility and development of techniques to centrally store and manage
software and hardware configurations, automate the distribution of configurations to
wireless devices Over-The-Air and provide mechanisms to receive and install those
configurations onto the wireless device. The constraints imposed by operation in the
wireless telecommunications domain are dealt with throughout the thesis. They include
the diversity of communications networks, the heterogeneity of wireless device and
capabilities, and the complexity of distributing the correct configuration to match device
constraints.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Currently most European countries offer GSM and GPRS networks. Roaming on the
GSM network is widespread and popular, where one phone will work seamlessly within
another country’s network. To advance telecommunications interoperability and offer
expanded services at higher data rates, 3rd generation networks were developed
(UMTS). 2.5G (GPRS and EDGE) technologies provide an intermediary stage for 3G
progression [1]. These networks require software and hardware modifications in
network access and core network elements and necessitate the development of new user
devices.
As boundaries between telecommunications, wireless technologies and wired packet
based networks diminish, wireless technologies are being developed to function in
multiple network access scenarios. For short-range wireless communications, Bluetooth
and WLAN technologies may be employed. UMTS will provide access in densely
populated micro cell districts, where varying degrees of device mobility are
accommodated. Regions of lower population density, or macro cells, may be covered by
GSM or GPRS systems, while areas of extremely low populace may avail of satellite
communications.
Facilitating all the above technologies in a single wireless device hardware module is
costly and surplus to many users’ requirements. However, if the device was capable of
software and hardware reconfiguration, it could be reconfigured to take advantage of
diverse and evolving network services as required. Upgrades and repairs to device
software, hardware modules, support for access to services and user applications may
also employ the reconfigurable capability.
The focus of effort for this thesis is the development of a system to automate the
distribution and management of software and hardware configurations that enable
different levels of wireless device reconfiguration. The scope of investigation will
address the feasibility and development of techniques to centrally store and manage
-
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software and hardware eonfigurations, automate the distribution of eonfigurations to
wireless devices Over-The-Air, and provide mechanisms to receive and install those
configurations onto the wireless device. The constraints imposed by operation in the
wireless telecommunications domain are dealt with throughout the thesis. They include
the diversity of communications networks, the heterogeneity of wireless devices and
respective capabilities, and the combinatorial complexity of distributing the correct
configuration to match diverse device constraints.
System challenges and constraints are addressed by employing a client/server-based
methodology. Wireless devices clients, with varying approaches to network
connectivity, communicate with an automated configuration distribution and
management server. The influencing factors in design and implementation of both
entities are examined in the following chapters.
•

The impetus for wireless device reconfiguration is examined from various
perspectives in Chapter 2. The challenges for developing an automated
configuration distribution system are discussed and constituent technologies
applicable to this task are examined. Further to this study, initial system
requirements are identified.

•

At the outset of Chapter 3, a high-level system architecture is described. In order
to develop this architecture and broaden the requirements discussed in the
previous chapter, a requirements analysis is performed. Several system usage
scenarios are investigated through which the server, wireless device and
communications requirements are identified. A more detailed system architecture
is then presented, followed by the specific designs of the automated configuration
distribution server, reconfigurable wireless device and communications channel.

•

Chapter 4 contains system implementation details. The Configuration Server,
responsible for the automated distribution and management of configurations,
interacts with multiple wireless devices. Extended functionality of these devices
has been developed for this thesis to enable various levels of reconfiguration,
namely the Device Configuration Manager. The chapter concludes with end-toend system usage demonstrations based on two system usage scenarios identified
in the requirements analysis in Chapter 3.
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•

System performance is analysed in Chapter 5. Results are generated through a
series of tests that examine Configuration Server response time, configuration
distribution and installation statistics. The scalability of the system and
deployment strategy is then assessed. In conclusion, the feasibility of integrating
the Device Configuration Manager into existing device operating systems is
investigated.

•

Finally, Chapter 6 presents a summary of the conclusions drawn from this study
and outlines related areas for further research.

The challenges and opportunities created by exploiting reconfigurable wireless device
technology rely on the development of an automated configuration distribution and
management system, which is the focus of this research presented in this work.
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Chapter 2: Constituent Technologies of an Automated
Distribution and Management System
2.1

Introduction

Since the infancy of mobile telephony, systems have continually strived to improve
ubiquity, quality and usability of wireless devices. As the demand for new and
enhanced features and services increases, wireless systems evolve to supply this
demand. Each evolution brings a change in the network architecture and wireless
devices, requiring customers to invest in a device to exploit the new service [2].
Enhanced data rates in advancing systems means that wireless phones are developing
into portable multimedia devices, with Internet access, music players, photograph
viewing and video conferencing capabilities, to name but a few [3]. The expanding
number of features drives requirements for increased manageability of the devices and
the development of independent, modular device architectures [4]. As devices become
increasingly modular, the levels of reconfigurability increase from user application
installation and removal, to operating systems updating, leading onwards to hardware
reconfiguration. The reconfiguration of wireless device hardware is investigated using
reeonfigurable logic, whose functions are deseribed in software and may be used to
update the wireless device.
The path towards reconfigurability is traced in this chapter, with a discussion of the
formative issues impacting the development of an automated distribution and
management system eatering for device reconfiguration. The impetus for investigation
into this area is first outlined. The components, which influence and contribute to the
development of the system, are then described. These components include wireless
network

systems,

wireless

device

environments,

issues

affecting

platform

independence, payload transportation protocols and the reconfigurability of wireless
devices. From this investigation, initial system requirements are identified and form the
basis for an architectural description that is described in Chapter 3.
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2.2

Impetus for Wireless Device Reconfiguration

The benefits of a system to automate, distribute and manage device reconfigurability
can be examined from a number of different perspectives.
The network operator perspective: The increased rate of evolution in wireless networks
and the services they provide increases the rate of obsolescence of wireless devices. The
pattern currently in existence of new network - new device, new service - new device
cannot be sustained in this manner when the number of available services increases.
Initial rollout and testing of the latest networks and services is costly. There is no return
on investment for the operator until the network deployment and fine-tuning has been
completed, and customers adopt the system. Were devices sufficiently capable of
reconfiguring their hardware to receive updates as the network is being rolled out, then
the network operator could begin selling the network services from the outset. Further
updates as the system evolves can be distributed throughout the network of
heterogeneous devices without the need for customers to purchase a new device.
The device manufacturer perspective: In addition to catering for updates to aspects of
network implementation, device manufacturers can benefit from using a configuration
distribution and management system. Software and hardware development lifecycles
increasingly determine the time-to-market and cost of introducing new devices.
Nevertheless, no single device released into the market can satisfy the requirements of
every customer. In a reconfigurable environment, configurations can be loaded onto
devices to provide access to services, as the customer requires. Furthermore,
configurations to support the exploitation of new services can be distributed en masse to
wireless devices. The strength of an automated distribution system lies in this ability to
differentiate between devices eharacterised by device model, operating system, current
configurations and their respective versions. An update is then only installed on those
devices that require and are capable of accepting the update.
The third party product developer perspective: Currently, wireless devices are
configurable Over-The-Air (OTA) in a limited manner, for example at a user
application level using Java technology. Device manufacturers, typically, do not
develop these applications. Instead third party product developers, focused on the
development of high quality applications, provide content for this level of device
reconfigurability. Effectively outsourcing this component of the device operation
5
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requires adherence to widely accepted development specifications. An open standard is
suitable for this purpose, as discussed later in the chapter. This exemplifies the
decoupling of application development from the core device operating system. The
drive towards reconfigurable devices will allow for a more modular structure to device
software, firmware and hardware development.
The device user perspective: Device users can personalise their device, simplifying or
expanding functionality as required. Access to a particular network for which the device
is not pre-equipped can be provided as customers roam across wireless systems.
Utilisation of a different system may require a hardware update, which can be
distributed when required. As device users become increasingly mobile, equivalent
expectations of reliability and communicability to which they have become accustomed
to in their home regions will be expected as they roam worldwide.
Regulatoiy requirements perspective: Network operators, manufacturers and third party
developers must adhere to standards agreed by industrial bodies to implement
compatible systems. Additionally, legislation may require augmentation to existing
standards, which network operators are obliged to implement. Timely compliance with
these requirements can be achieved when devices are reconfigurable.

2.3

Challenge for Automated Configuration Distribution

The challenge for the automated distribution and management of software and hardware
configurations for heterogeneous wireless devices is significant. It spans reconfigurable
software, firmware and hardware for a wide range of heterogeneous wireless devices,
the wireless access networks and core systems over which the devices communicate,
and the services they are equipped to access, as illustrated in Figure 2-1. Additionally an
efficient distribution mechanism from which devices can be centrally accessed and
updated must be investigated.
The technologies currently in use in this space are investigated in the following sections
of this chapter.
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2.4

Problem Space for Reconfigurability

Wireless Access Networks

Wireless telephony technologies are in existence since the 1940’s. However, their actual
mobility was constrained, since car boots were required to transport them [5]. Since
then the technologies have improved significantly, the landmark being the introduction
of analogue systems in the 1980’s, commonly referred to as first generation wireless
networks. Now predominantly obsolete, remnants of these systems are still supported
and maintained in developing countries and rural areas. The 1990’s saw the introduction
of second generation systems, characterised by their use of digital sampling and
transmission, whilst remaining circuit switched. The Global System for Mobile
communication, developed by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute
(ETSI) and originally entitled Groupe Special Mobile (GSM), is an example of a second
generation system. Third generation networks, currently in the early phases of
deployment, offer higher data rates and packet switched technology, such as the
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS). Second and third generation
systems have significantly diverse radio interfaces, thus requiring the implementation of
interim technologies. These access networks are known collectively as 2.5 generation
systems, of which General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) and Enhanced Data Rates for
GPRS Evolution (EDGE) are examples.
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2.4.1 Global System for Mobile Communication
GSM is the most widely adopted wireless system today. By year-end 2002, GSM
subscribers numbered 767 million in 190 countries throughout Europe, Africa, Asia and
Australia [6]. Particularly in Ireland GSM has gained widespread support with
penetration reaching 79%, with 3.1 million subscribers [7].
GSM uses a single carrier frequency to transport up to eight voice connections
simultaneously by employing Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). This allocates
the carrier frequency to each connection for 0.577ms in round robin fashion Figure 2-2.
The mobile transmission frequency for the 900MHz system is between 872MHz and
915MHz. Voice traffic undergoes an encoding process, which creates a block size of
456 bits before it is interleaved across eight consecutive TDMA frames, protecting
against voice break up due to lost or corrupted data.

Figure 2-2

GSM Timeslot Burst Structure

Data traffic is also encoded, but is instead split into 4 blocks of 114 bits before
interleaving across 22 TDMA frames, resulting in 9.6kbps data rate per channel. Data
transmission requires the allocation of a dedicated circuit switched channel to guarantee
delivery. This reduces flexibility, as channels need to be established and maintained for
the duration of the data transfer.

Key advantages of GSM lie in its widespread deployment and roaming capabilities.
Packet data services are provided using the Short Messaging Service (SMS), which
provides delivery for 160 characters of text and is harnessed to deliver ringtones and
screen savers to devices. Internet browsing is possible using the Wireless Access
Protocol, WAP. However, data speeds are low at 9.6kbps and with demand for data
services such as email access on the increase, GSM lacks the means to supply.
This is where the evolving generations of network connections are integrated into GSM
[8]. The circuit switched network continues to transmit voice, for which it is more
suited because a dedicated channel is allocated for the duration of the call. Data can
then be routed through the packet switched 2.5 and 3G IP core networks.

2.4.2 Wireless Network Evolution
This section traces the development of the second generation network, GSM through
2.5 generation networks, GPRS and EDGE, to UMTS, a third generation network

2.4.2.1

GSM to GPRS/EDGE

To allow for efficient packet data transfer within GSM, GPRS has been developed.
GPRS allows for the transmission of variable length packets over the GSM air interface
through the allocation of Packet Data Traffic Channels (PDTCH). Modifying GSM’s
radio data structure, introducing new TDMA transmission arrangements, and adding
new packet switching elements into the GSM core network, support the new PDTCH.
GPRS is required to handle a range of data formats and over varying link qualities, for
which coding schemes have been defined. Table 2-1 [9].
Coding
Scheme

Data Rates

CS-1
CS-2
CS-3
CS-4

9.05
13.4
15.6
21.4

Table 2-1

(kbps)

Data rates for GPRS

In GPRS, the coded radio block is 456 bits, the same as GSM, but conversely, each
block is interleaved over four consecutive TDMA frames, or one PDTCH, thus reducing
the number of TDMA frames required for data transmission from 22 to 4. Channel
capacity can be allocated and deallocated to data services dynamically, as demand
9
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requires. Additionally, all eight available timeslots can be allocated to GPRS
connections. This flexibility allows for the more efficient use of GSM channel capacity.
GPRS requires additional network elements to implement the extended packet switched
capability. The Serving GPRS Service Node (SGSN) tracks wireless device location
and manages connections to the GPRS network. Communications between SGSN and
the Gateway GPRS Service Node (GGSN), which links the GPRS network to existing
packet switched networks, takes place over IP, Figure 2-3.
The Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) brings data rates closer to those
defined for third generation systems. EDGE uses a different modulation scheme to
GSM and GPRS called 8-PSK - 8 levels of Phase Shift Keying, which combines
Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) and TDMA as the multiple access
control methods. 8-PSK modulation enables each pulse to carry 3 bits of information
instead of 1 bit per pulse as used by Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK), used by
GSM. EDGE retains existing GSM parameters such as frame length and 8 slots per
frame and symbol rate. This increases the data rates available to wireless devices for
data transfer. Table 2-2 [9]. EDGE also poses advantages for network evolution, as it
requires only some hardware upgrades; the SGSN and GGSN network elements may
receive software upgrades.
Modulation and
Data Rate
Modulation
Coding Scheme
(kbps)

MCS-1
MCS-2
MCS-3
MCS-4
MCS-5
MCS-6
MCS-7
MCS-8
MCS-9
Table 2-2

GMSK

8.8
11.2
14.8
17.6
22.4
8-PSK
29.6
44.8
54.4
59.2
)ata rates for EDGE

2.4.2.2
GPRS/EDGE to UMTS
Third generation systems are characterised by higher data rates. This allows more
extensive access to Internet and multimedia services by using packet switching to route
call and signalling traffic; UMTS is such a system. In contrast to 2.5 generation
systems, UMTS requires investment in and deployment of new radio access and

-
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hardware upgrades to core network elements based on 2.5G systems, Figure 2-3. The
radio access technique selected for the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network
(UTRAN) developed from GSM based networks is Wideband Code Division Multiple
Access. WCDMA has been optimised for efficient support of wideband multimedia
services. The U.S. IS-95 [10] system will use cdma2000 [11] in its progression to
UMTS. Data rates available to the wireless device vary within the ranges in Table 2-3
[12][13], depending on wireless device proximity to a base station (Node B), wireless
device mobility, the type of service requested and link quality.
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Environment

Data rate

Velocity of terminal

UMTS mega cell
Worldwide, vehicular

144 kpbs

Unlimited

UMTS macro cell
Rural/suburban

144-384 kpbs

500 km/h

UMTS micro cell
Urban

192-384 kpbs

120 km/h

UMTS pico cell
Indoors and in building vicinity

384 kbps-2 Mbps

10 km/h

Table 2-3

Range of data rates for UMTS

2.5

Wireless Device Environments

Innovative devices with wireless communication capabilities are continually entering
the consumer market from laptops to PDAs and mobile phones. Laptops are constantly
improving processing power and memory capacity to equal that of desk bound systems.
Wireless connections can be made in confined mobility environments such as an office
LAN using a WLAN card employing the IEEE 802.11 suite of protocols, or whilst in
transit with a GPRS enabled phone. Reconfiguration Over-The-Air is not such an issue
for laptops as users and administrators have ample control over the device environment,
both software and hardware, as discussed in Section 2.5.2.2. Conversely, Personal
Digital Assistants (PDA) do not independently provide the same reconfiguration
control. Most are equipped with a connection to a PC from which the device software
can be synchronised. Mobile telecommunications devices are more rigid when
providing any level of reconfiguration, with the exception of user applications in the
Java environment, for example, which will be discussed later in this chapter.
PDA and mobile telecommunications technologies are rapidly converging [14], as
increasingly sophisticated customers desire more integrated devices. For example a
Linux-based PDA with built in mobile phone, digital camera and WLAN card is to be
released in late 2003 [15]. The increased integration and multi-functional devices
directly increases the complexity of managing software and hardware lifecycles. This
emphasises the need to assess and monitor the compatibility of multiple interoperating
components, to avoid operational conflicts. Release management in tandem with
version control are important aspects of an automated configuration distribution and
management system. These aspects are managed prior to deployment, and during the
life of a configuration installed on a wireless device. The issues of tracking and tracing
individual components impact these devices as they are updated and customised. This
thesis will focus on the investigation of reconfigurable wireless mobile telephony
devices, since they provide the least amount of user control. Operating system
environments particular to mobile phones are investigated in the following section.

2.5.1 Mobile Phone Operating Systems
With the persistent increase in user requirements for mobile phones, many proprietary
operating systems are becoming restrictive. Device manufacturers are increasingly
employing operating systems developed by specialist organisations, for the extensibility
-
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and support they provide for emerging technologies. The Symbian Operating System
(OS), Palm Operating System (OS) and Microsoft Smartphone 2000 are examples of
the three most widespread of such operating systems. Each operating system differs in
memory structure, Figure 2-4 [16], and functionality, as discussed in the following
sections.
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Phone OS Memory Structure Comparison

(a)

Symbian OS memory structure

(b)

Palm OS memory structure

(c)

Microsoft Smartphone 2000 memory structure

2.5.1.1
Symbian OS
Symbian was formed as a joint venture by manufacturers Nokia, Motorola, Ericssons
and Matsushita (Panasonic) in 1998. It is built on a small memory footprint operating
system called EPOC developed originally by Psion [17]. Symbian OS is targeted to
several generalised platforms allowing manufactures to distinguish their products.
Nokia, for example, has released extensions to the Symbian OS for different families of
devices; Series 30 for mass-produced basic phone functionality (Nokia 3410), Series 60
for the smart-phone category (Nokia 7650) and Series 80 for communicator devices
(Nokia 9210). Symbian OS is now in its 7^^ version.
The Symbian OS does not define set amounts of RAM used for OS, dynamic code and
storage, compared to Palm OS and Microsoft Smartphone 2000, Figure 2-4. The
Symbian OS has extensive functionality including the core operating system (kernel),
middleware for system services, resource managers (application engines), user interface
- 13 -

design framework, synchronisation technology and a Java Virtual Machine, shown in
Figure 2-5.
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C++ is the native Symbian OS programming language, incorporating support for the
J2ME. Applications coded in Java may be incorporated into manufacturer and device
specific extensions, such as the Nokia Series 60. C++ provides better performance and
facilitates lower memory consumption since compromises have been made to provide
Java’s platform independence [18].
2.5.1.2
PalmOS
The Palm OS was first developed for use with the Palm Pilot PDA in 1998 [16]. Since
then has been rewritten to take advantage of more powerful ARM-based (Advanced
Risk Machine) processors and extended to work with mobile phones. Version 6, due for
release in late 2003, will further supplement its mobile and wireless functionality,
making it a strong contender in the multimedia wireless device market. The Palm OS
Architecture is illustrated in Figure 2-6 [19].
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The main suite of applications provided with the Palm OS is built in to ROM in flash
memory, Figure 2-4. The total available RAM is divided into dynamic and storage
RAM. Dynamic RAM provides heap storage for dynamic temporary allocations such as
global variables, system dynamic allocations (TCP/IP, IrDA for example) and
application stacks. Storage RAM is analogous to disk storage on a typical desktop
system and stores non-volatile system and user data. The Palm OS stores information
logically in databases, comparable to files on a PC, which can be opened, closed,
created and deleted [20].

2.5.1.3

Microsoft Smartphone OS

The Microsoft Smartphone OS is a slimmed down version of the Windows CE 3.0,
containing many of the same features and Win32 APIs, such as TAPI and Winsock. It is
built using the ARMv4 processor and offers a smaller footprint and lower memory
consumption, and therefore less functionality compared to Microsoft Pocket PC Phone
Edition (recently renamed to Windows Mobile) used to give telephony features to
PDAs. The Smartphone’s memory structure is detailed in Figure 2-4. The Smartphone
architecture provides core services that abstract underlying voice and data service
details. Figure 2-7. Applications written to run over GSM will work without
modification if deployed on a CDMA network.
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In summary, as the wireless device and smart-phone market matures, increased
competition will require vendors to develop increasingly complex devices, consequently
demanding more from their operating systems. Open operating system APIs may enable
manufacturers to focus development efforts on efficient integration methods as the
number services available in next generation networks expand.
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2.5.2 Approaches to Wireless Device Reconfiguration
This section addresses some diverse approaches to wireless device reconfigurability.
Firstly, existing configuration management and upgrading mechanisms for mobile
phones are discussed. Secondly various software, application distribution and wireless
device execution environment models are outlined. Thirdly, a wider approach to
reconfiguration is addressed by defining radio functionality using software, concluding
with a description of the reprogrammable logic, which may ultimately enable wireless
device reconfiguration.

2.5.2.1

Mobile Phone Software Upgrade and Repair

Currently no system exists to wirelessly upgrade multiple wireless devices. However,
mobile phone software upgrades are officially available from device manufacturers and
licensed entities. Nokia, for example, posts engineering bulletins on a limited access
website with instructions for the servicing and repair of their devices. Software
upgrades are distributed in this manner. Mobile phone software is updated using a flash
reprogramming (‘prommer’) device connected to a PC running a control GUI to rewrite
microprocessor unit (MCU) software. Besides these generic components, each mobile
phone requires specific hardware components for flashing; power cables, data leads and
flash jigs, shown in Figure 2-8. Numerous combinations of software and hardware
dependencies result in complex management challenges as the quantity, functionality
and penetration of wireless devices increase [21]. An automated system to distribute
software and hardware configurations to reconfigurable devices can reduce this
management complexity.

Figure 2-8

Assorted Device Reconfiguration Hardware
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2.5.2.2

Software Distribution with Manage Anywhere Studio

Manage Anywhere Studio is a Sybase product [22] that centrally manages applications
and software installed on remote PCs, laptops and mobile devices. It is targeted at IT
departments, to help simplify and secure remote device management. It can distribute
software updates over IP using an agent-based architecture. The remote device agents
are responsible for receiving and installing the distributed software and reporting back
to the Command Server. Handhelds running Palm OS, Pocket PC/Windows CE or RIM
devices may contain a smart micro agent or be reconfigured via a device cradle and PC
connection. This system demonstrates similar concepts to that of the automated
distribution system in this project. However, as shown in Figure 2-9, the Sybase product
has not implemented an agent for mobile phones. Nor are hardware distribution and
reconfiguration features addressed. These aspects are targeted in this thesis, where
additional mobile phone functionality enables automated configuration distribution.
PC
(smart agent)

Figure 2-9

2.5.2.3

PDA

Manage Anywhere Studio Distribution

Application Distribution with BREW

BREW, Binary Runtime Environment for Wireless [23], from U.S. operator Qualcomm,
is an open specification for deploying wireless data services, which addresses both
technical and retum-on-investment issues. It encompasses APIs that enable developers
to create wireless devices applications, and a means of selling and distributing
applications to end-users.
The BREW Distribution System (BDS) addresses the purchase, download and
installation of software applications over the wireless network [24]. A BREW handset
uses HTTP over TCP/IP to download applications from the BREW Application
Download Server (ADS) over-the-air interface.
- 17-
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BREW Hierarchy

Figure 2-10 illustrates BREW Hierarchy, a thin client about 150KB in size on the
device, sitting between a software application and the Application Specific Integrated
Circuit (ASIC) level reprogrammable hardware. Since Qualcomm also developed
CDMA, BREW is very CDMA friendly, but is capable of running on devices
employing other radio air interface standards.

2.5.2.4

Mobile Station Application Execution Environment

The Mobile Station Application Execution Environment (MExE) [25] from the 3GPP,
focuses

on

download

protocols,

messaging

and

capability

exchange,

and

security/regulatory aspects of wireless devices. MExE’s aim is to provide a
comprehensive and standardized environment on mobile phones for executing operator
or service provider specific applications. A full application execution environment and a
Java Virtual Machine are also incorporating onto the wireless device. Figure 2-11.
MExE Applications

OEM APIs
MIDP APIs

▼

>

CLDC APIs

Figure 2-11

Functional Architecture of MExE device

MExE incorporates a capability indication method called classmarks, which define the
services that a particular device supports, such as the J2ME profile on the device,
discussed in Section 2.6. The MExE mobile client can inform the MExE server of its
classmark and therefore some of its capabilities. This identifies a method in which an
automated configuration distribution and management system can classify wireless
device reconfiguration ability. However, to employ this scheme both wireless device
and supporting server must be MExE compliant.
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2.5.2.5
Software Defined Radio
Software Defined Radio (SDR) [26] seeks to improve flexibility and sustainability of
teleeommunieations network devices by defining physical layer radio functionality in
terms of software. The goal of SDR is to improve manageability and reduce
maintenance overhead as systems evolve. As a result services to wireless devices and
their customers can be enhanced using software upgrades, providing access to advanced
digital services and seamless roaming on any wireless technology [27]. The SDR Forum
was established to develop the technical specifications for standardized development.
SDR focuses on describing hardware and radio interfaces, rather than the distribution
requirements of this research. Figure 2-12 shows a proposed FPGA SDR system [28].

Figure 2-12

Proposed SDR Module Hardware Architecture

2.5.2.6 Reprogrammable Logic
Reconfigurable logic relies on reprogrammable digital circuitry, usually realized in
SRAM-based Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) or Complex Programmable
Logic Devices (CPLD) [29], to allow ‘in-the-field’ modifications to a digital system. In
theory, reconfigurable logic allows entire systems to be redefined after installation [30].
Employing reconfigurable technology on a wireless device involves a trade-off between
size and power consumption, and flexibility. Development is ongoing to achieve the
best solution for the wireless device. For example a reconfigurable logic component
called an Adaptive Computing Machine (ACM) has been proposed for SDR [31]. The
ACM provides advantages over other hardware technologies (DSP, ASIC and FPGA)
enabling dynamic fast reconfiguration of evolving algorithms and standards without
concerns of untimely obsolescence [32]. The distribution mechanisms developed in this
research can be used to deliver FPGA code to wireless devices.
- 19-

2.6

Java Technology

updates to software and hardware configurations must be accessible to as many devices
as possible through a standard installation environment. This requirement can be
addressed with the use of Java technology. Java technology is both a high-level
distributed object-oriented language programming language and an execution platform.
The Java platform consists of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and the Java Application
Programming Interface (Java API). When a Java program is compiled, it is converted to
byte code, which can run on any JVM, providing Java’s platfonn independence. Figure
2-13 provides a generalised view of the Java hierarchy.

Java API
Java Virtual Machine

Target Operating System
Hardware

Figure 2-13

Java Hierarchy

Java environments come in different editions targeted to meet the requirements
capabilities of different computers, devices and systems. The main Java environments
are illustrated in Figure 2-14.

'
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Figure 2-14

Java 2 Platform

The differentiating factors between the editions are the virtual machine used and the
classes supported. The classes define objects with different sets of functions, which
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collectively form the particular API. The Java 2 Standard Edition (J2SE) contains the
basie set of APIs, satisfying the requirements of nonnal home and office eomputers.
Servers, with additional Internet and business logic requirements, typically use the Java
2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE).
2.6.1 Java 2 Micro Edition
APIs for the embedded and consumer space, ranging from small commodities such as
pagers or mobile phones to set-top boxes, are covered by the Java 2 Micro Edition
(J2ME). As diversity in eonstraints for this range of devices is rather large, the J2ME
has been designed to be more flexible than the other editions while maintaining
language compatibility and upward scalability. This is made possible by extending the
Java hierarchy illustrated in Figure 2-13 to include Profiles and Configurations (see
Figure 2-15), enabling the J2ME platform to fit into different device categories, rather
than defining a new environment for each particular device.
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J2ME Hierarchy

The Configuration defines a minimum functionality for a category of devices, whereas
the Profile addresses the specific demands of a device or market sector. The Java
Community Process (JCP) defines the J2ME Configuration and Profile specifications,
from which manufacturers and operating system designers build the device KVM.
Initiated by Sun Microsystems, JCP has evolved into a collaborative organisation
consisting of Java developers and licensees representing many organisations.
2.6.1.1 CDC, Foundation Profile and Personal Profile
The Connected Device Configuration (CDC) [33] targets future generations of wireless
and handheld consumer devices, which will have ample memory and powerful
processors similar to today’s larger devices. CDC is also used for larger consumer
devices such as set-top boxes and devices that do not need a larger general purpose Java
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implementation such as J2SE. CDC devices are minimally required to have 512KB
ROM and 256KB RAM, but realistically need 2MB of total memory available for Java.
This is likely to be stored on the device’s read-only or flash memory. The CDC is a
superset of the CLDC, which will be discussed in Section 2.6.1.2. All the classes of the
CLDC are part of the CDC, meaning that CLDC-based applications can run unchanged
in a CDC-based environment, provided that required profiles, such as the MIDP, are
available.
The Foundation Profile [34] is designed to serve as a foundation for other profiles
defined to run over the CDC. It extends the CDC by adding most of the missing J2SL
core libraries, except for those related to user interfaces. The PersonalJava API has been
redefined as the Personal Profile [35] and extends the Foundation Profile. An RMI
Profile adds RMI support to the Foundation Profile. Other profiles such as the Personal
Basis Profile [36], suitable for the interactive television, have been defined.
2.6.1.2
MIDP and CLDC
This project concentrates on the delivery of updates to one particular family of devices
- the wireless phone, for which the Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) has been
defined [37]. The Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC) [38] defines the
configuration of a J2ML device and addresses issues such as battery operation, very
constrained memory, limited processing power, low bandwidth and high-latency
network connections.
The J2ML implements a severely reduced virtual machine, the Kilobyte Virtual
Machine (KVM), which serves the same purpose as the JVM and is named to reflect
that its limited size is measured kilobytes. It is suitable for devices with 16/32-bit
RISC/CISC microprocessors/controllers, and with as little as 160 KB of total memory
available.
There are drawbacks to defining minimum functionality to cater for a large range of
differing devices. In this generalisation process, extending functionality to cater for
unique situations becomes more difficult. One of the features employed extensively in
this project is J2ME’s download capability. It has been extended to service different
software and hardware update requirements.
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As an indication of the global acceptance of Java technology and the importance of
interoperable open platform development in April 2003 the Korean Wireless Internet
Standardisation Forum (KWISF) has adopted the Java 2 Micro Edition platform for its
next version of WIPI, the Wireless Internet Platform for Interoperability [39]. This
development enhances the emphasis placed by industry on interoperable standardsbased platforms.

2.7

File Transfer and Transportation Protocols

The specifications discussed in the previous sections are open standards. At some stage
a transport specific protocol must be used. Once the above standards are adhered to,
underlying protocol implementation is left to the discretion of the implementer, but
should have the following characteristics:
•

Widely known and implemented, with industry-wide acceptance and use

•

Easy to implement, with accompanying supporting tools

In this project, updates to software and hardware configurations will be delivered as a
Java class, binary, or hexadecimal file. Transportation possibilities include FTP, HTTP
and WAP protocols with underlying support from TCP or UDP, ultimately running over
IP.

2.7.1 FTP and HTTP
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) [40], one of the longest established Internet protocols, is a
standard method of transferring files from a remote web server to a local computer. The
FTP server can allow anonymous access thus reducing overhead, or require a username
and password. Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [41] [42] is a relatively simple
protocol that allows a client web browser to retrieve HTML and other files formats from
a web server. HTTP can support client requests to send a particular file if it has been
updated.
FTP is more efficient for retrieving large files than HTTP because FTP involves a lower
overhead of headers and handshaking packets. Also an interrupted download session
can be restarted at any time, continuing from the end of a partial file. On the other hand,
a single HTTP session can retrieve multiple files (HTML file and images, for example)
significantly improving speed and bandwidth efficiency in compared to FTP, which
-23
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must renegotiate the connection for each file, requiring additional support from
underlying transport protocol, TCP. HTTP is more efficient for smaller files, which is
particularly suited to the limited operation environment of a wireless device.

2.7.2 Wireless Access Protocol
The Wireless Access Protocol (WAP) [43] protocol suite mimics that of the Internet to
provide connectivity for wireless devices. Its transport protocol is WAP Datagram
Protocol (WDP) is synonymous with User Datagram Protocol (UDP), which unlike
TCP makes no guarantees about the delivery of data. UDP was chosen as the basis for
the WAP transport because of its compactness and simplicity and its "best effort"
delivery paradigm is well suited to operation over unpredictable radio interfaces. Some
reliability is built into the WAP protocol suite using the WAP Transaction Protocol
(WTP), implementing some TCP properties. Implementation of WAP on a wireless
device requires a WAP enabled browser.

2.8

Conclusion

In brief the overall requirement for this project is to:
Develop a system to automatically and centrally distribute and manage
software and hardware/firmware configuration updates for heterogeneous
wireless devices, to allow for the effective deployment of rapidly changing
networks and services.
While constituent technologies from wireless network radio access technologies
(Section 2.4) to heterogeneous wireless device environments (Section 2.5), are
consistently evolving, a coherent management framework for the control and
distribution of device software and hardware to mobile telephony devices has not been
tackled (Section 2.5.2.2). Providing the necessary support on the device to access and
use emerging services, and the design and development of an automated distribution
system is the focus of this research.
Telecommunication systems vary world wide, with differing signalling and radio access
protocols, diverse roaming capabilities and qualities of service. This project’s
implementation is targeted towards devices utilizing 3G systems and supports the
further evolution of wireless mobile telecommunications networks. No requirements are
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to be placed on the delivery system regarding specific radio transmission technology.
Instead the implementation of IP as the common backbone across 3G systems is
assumed. Since this is also available in 2.5G systems, IP is utilised for delivering
updates to reconfigurable devices over the particular radio access interface used by the
wireless device.
Chapter 2 outlines the motivations that drive wireless device reconfiguration. The
challenges for the development of a system to automatically distribute and manage
software and hardware configurations to heterogeneous reconfigurable wireless devices
Over-The-Air were also presented.
The constituent technologies that exist in the broad area of wireless device
reconfiguration and configuration distribution were examined. These span wireless
access networks, wireless device environment and approaches for reconfiguration, Java
technology and file distribution protocols. It is expected that Java technology will play a
significant role in this system’s development because its platform independent
characteristics are suited to the task of distributing configurations to heterogeneous
devices. The proliferation of IP based protocols in the wireless access network domain
advocates its exploitation in this thesis’ multi-network situation.
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Chapter 3: Requirements Analysis and System
Design and Architecture
3.1

Introduction

The core goals of the system to automate the distribution and management of software
and hardware configurations for heterogeneous wireless devices are: to enable the swift
updating of multiple wireless devices in an automated fashion, to provide a mechanism
to store and distribute software and hardware configurations from a central location and
in a scalable manner, and to efficiently manage the lifecycle of the configurations on the
wireless device. These goals highlight the need to investigate two intercommunicating
entities, that of a centralised distribution server and a wireless device. Due to the sheer
number and heterogeneity of wireless devices currently available and in development,
the server must be equipped with the correct data to enable decisive, automated
configuration distribution. The server needs to be completely independent of the devices
with which it communicates; communication itself between server and device must be
standardised; and the wireless device must be capable of independently managing its
own configuration environment once the information has been received.
Further requirements analysis and the subsequent design and architecture are outlined in
this chapter. Firstly, an overall architecture briefly describes the system’s main
functional areas, a centralised distribution server, wireless devices and the
communications channel that connects them. Secondly, several usage scenarios
expressing the system functionality are presented to aid understanding of information
flow and to capture the system’s functional requirements. The requirements are then
outlined clearly for inclusion in the system’s design and architecture. Thirdly, the
functional areas are expanded into a detailed architecture, from which a system to
automate the distribution and management of software and hardware configurations to
heterogeneous wireless devices is implemented.
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3.2

High-Level System Architecture

The overall high-level system is logically divided into three functional areas, a server, a
wireless device, and a communications channel over which both the server and device
exchange data and update information. Over the lifetime of the system, technologies in
all three functional areas will change. Central to the goal of delivering this system is the
ability to cater for those changes to each functional area in an independent manner,
where the communications protocol is independent of the server and all wireless
devices.
Figure 3-1 illustrates the three main functional areas. The wireless device with its
management component lies to the left, and the centralised server on the right.
Communications channels between server and device utilize the available wireless
Access Technologies to reach the Core IP Network common to 3G networks. The
wireless device management component must manage connections over the
communications channel to the server and handle installation of the configurations that
are distributed to the device. In turn, the server stores, manages and distributes solfware
and hardware configurations. In addition to monitoring connections from wireless
devices, or Device Access, the server provides Administrative Access to three
administrative entities: network operators, manufacturers and third party product
providers.
S<»fvi«»

Figure 3-1

High-Level System Design
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3.3

Requirements Analysis Using System Usage Scenarios

The system usage scenarios, outlined in this section, highlight operational requirements
of the system to automatically distribute and manage software and hardware
configurations for heterogeneous wireless devices. From this investigation, the overall
system requirements are then identified. Subsequent sections provide more detailed
requirements for the centralised distribution and management server, the wireless
device clients and the communications path that connects them.

3.3.1 System Usage Scenarios
The perspectives of entities, such as network operators and devices users, which define
the impetus for wireless device reconfigurability in Section 2.2, are expanded in this
section using system usage scenarios. The scenarios help to identify the system
requirements of the wireless devices, centralised server and communications channel.
These scenarios are depicted with the aid of UML sequence diagrams and capture the
system functionality from which the design and architecture can be developed.
The scenarios perform different operations involving software and hardware
configurations, such as the user application ‘Wherever Weather’. This item is employed
for explanatory purposes only and is not intended to refer to an actual product.
Suitability of a configuration for installation on a particular device may be determined
based on a number of factors, for instance, device type, operating system, and current
configuration. The server will perform much of the initial configuration compatibility
testing, as configurations may be verified against a record of the device’s current
configuration. Prior to downloading the configuration, the wireless device will verify
configuration suitability characterised by device memory requirements and operating
capabilities.
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3.3.1.1

Scenario 1: User Installs Configuration

The first scenario describes the expected sequence of events for a wireless device user
to initiate contact with the centralised server to download the latest version of the
‘Wherever Weather’ application. This application provides current weather reports
worldwide. The URL of the server is stored in persistent memory on the device, along
with device and customer identification details, similar to how mobile phones store
WAP settings. A textual description of the process follows, with the interaction shown
in Figure 3-2.
1. The wireless device user initiates a wireless session by connecting to the centralised
server using the device browser. The user may be identified using a username and
password, subject to verification. These parameters may also be stored on the device
and sent to the server with the device unique identifier during connection
initialisation. Alternatively the user may be prompted to enter username and
password manually, as is the case in this example. This option lengthens connection
initialisation, but allows for user identification independent of the wireless device
parameters. Now the server has gathered device and user data, it should be able to:
Track the session
Display downloads suitable for the device
Target particular downloads according to user preferences
Update record of device and user information when new software is downloaded
2. Once the correct login information is submitted, the server sends the available
downloads back to the wireless device.
3. The user chooses to download ‘Wherever Weather’, a Java 2 Micro Edition
application, known as a MIDlet. There may be a fee payable, which is beyond the
scope of this scenario but more information can be obtained at the following
reference [44].
4. The download selection triggers a database query to retrieve the ‘Wherever
Weather’ descriptor file, or Java Archive Descriptor (JAD).
5. The descriptor file is sent to the wireless device. Based on information in the
descriptor file, such as configuration size and version, the device’s configuration
management component decides if the device is capable of accepting and running
the application.
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6. If ‘Wherever Weather’ is suitable, the deviee retrieves the compressed MIDlet, or
Java Archive (JAR) from the server.

Figure 3-2

Scenario 1 Sequence Diagram - User Installs Configuration
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3.3.1.2

Scenario 2: Administrator Installs Configuration

This second scenario describes the expected sequence of events for an administrator to
install a configuration onto multiple wireless devices. The administrator first uploads a
software or hardware configuration into the server database and, given the correct
privileges, selects that or other configurations from the database to be transferred to one
or more wireless devices. The device downloads the configuration update when it next
connects to the server.
In this case, an administrator from the wireless device manufacturer Nokia wishes to
update the Nokia 7650 device to enable the receipt and display of xHTML content. This
update requires an update to the device’s operating system and its operation is described
below, with the sequence diagram in Figure 3-3.
1. The administrator logs into the server, using a user name and password and is
authenticated. The server is capable of changing the view of the data based on the
administrator’s privileges.
2. The administrator is presented with a view of the server functionality according to
his/her administrative profile. Firstly the administrator uploads the required software
into the server database.
3. Once the software configuration has been uploaded, the administrator specifies
criteria to identify a subset of devices to be updated, Nokia 7650 devices in this
case.
4. Once the group of devices has been selected to receive the update, the server adds
the configuration to a queue of software and hardware updates to be downloaded by
a particular device.
5. When a particular device connects to the server, it sees an update is available to
download. The device user is prompted to accept the configuration download. If the
user accepts, the device checks suitability and downloads the update. Alternatively
the configuration may be downloaded at a later date. The device installs the new
function as an operating system update. Note: This last operation is detailed in
Scenario 3 and therefore not repeated here.
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Figure 3-3

Scenario 2 Sequence Diagram - Administrator Installation
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3.3.1.3

Scenario 3: Automatic Update

The server records the software and hardware configurations installed on particular
devices, along with user preferences. When third party product providers of ‘Wherever
Weather’ software release a new version, it is uploaded to the server system and
database. Notification of the new version’s availability is sent to devices where
‘Wherever Weather’ is already installed. A description of the process follows, with the
device notification and update operations that differ from Scenario 2 are illustrated in
Figure 3-4.
1. An administrator from a third party product provider logs into the server, is
presented with a view of the server functionality according to the administrative
profile. The required software is uploaded to the server database. The server then
adds the new version to a queue of software and hardware updates to be downloaded
to devices that have an earlier version of the ‘Wherever Weather’ software.
2. When the device connects, the software is available to be downloaded. The user of
the device can choose whether to accept the updated software or not.
3. If the user accepts the download, the old version is removed from the device and the
new one installed.
4. The CS database is updated accordingly when the device next contacts the CS.

Device
User

Management
Component

Server
Interface

‘Check for updates !
Checkqueue

{Polling - Scenario 5}
Prompt user to accept
version update

Update notification
-------------------------

Upate notification
|<:------------------------

[tnje]:accept
Download update J-------- ---------------- -

Figure 3-4

The configuration download
process is the same as
Scenario 1 Device Activation

Scenario 3 Sequence Diagram - Automatic Update
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3.3.1.4

Scenario 4: Server Configuration File Management

The server should provide support for managing the software and hardware
configuration files. This scenario illustrates one of the file management functions,
remove configuration file. It details how an administrator from a third party product
provider removes a software configuration file, as the provider no longer supports the
configuration. Notification of the action must also be sent to wireless device users if the
configuration is a user application, and to the device configuration management
component if the configuration affects the operation of the device. A description of the
expected steps to remove a file follows, with interaction diagram in Figure 3-5. Similar
actions, administrator login and device notification are detailed in previous scenarios.
1. An administrator logs into the CS and is presented with a view of server according
to the administrative profile.
2. The administrator chooses which file to remove and removes it.
3. Notification of discontinued support for that software configuration is sent to
devices where the software is installed.

Administrator
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Window

Configuration
Server

Server
Interface

Initiate request
Contact server |

1\
Administrator is verified
and view of server is
prepared based on
administrator privileges,
see Scenario 2.

Functional view
Chooses: Remove function
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I
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----------------- ►
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[true]:Notify/^' X
device(s)

J

[true]:success.html

b<-

6

Configuration
Handler

1

[false]:error.html
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Figure 3-5

[\
Notification of a
configuration's
removal from the
server is the same
as the update
notification in
Scenario 3.

Scenario 4 Sequence Diagram - File Management
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3.3.1.5

Scenario 5: Polling Mechanism

Due to communications constraints, which will be discussed in Section 3.7, the wireless
device should automatically and periodically contact the server to check the availability
of updates. It does so by polling the server at an interval specified by the server, as
described in the following sequence of events and shown in Figure 3-6.
1. When the user powers on the wireless device, the management component initiates
contact with the server using the connection parameters stored in the device’s
persistent memory, and receives the polling interval in addition to information
regarding updates to be downloaded.
2. The interval at which the device contacts the server can be stored in persistent
memory along with other connection parameters.
3. After the polling interval has elapsed the wireless device initiates a connection to
the server to check for updates to its configuration.
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Figure 3-6

Scenario 5 Sequence Diagram - Polling Mechanism
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3.3.1.6

Scenario 6: Wireless Device Hardware Update

In this scenario a network operator wishes to update wireless devices with, for example,
the latest implementation of the UMTS CDMA2000 encoding algorithm. This involves
updating device hardware with support from the wireless device operating system.
Overlaps in functionality between this and other scenarios are referred to in the textual
description, leaving the sequence diagram to concentrate on the additional components.
A description of the required action follows, with interaction diagram in Figure 3-7.
1. A network operator administrator logs into the server. The hardware configuration
has been uploaded, so the administrator selects all registered devices to receive the
update. When the device connects at the polling interval, see Scenario 5, it sees that
an update is available and proceeds to download the configuration.
2. The management component on the device is responsible for shutting down nonessential processes to enable the reconfiguration, for notifying the user of device
downtime and prompting the user to accept the update, as in Scenario 2.
3. The management component interacts with an Installation Interface, which allows
the generic installation of different configurations. This is examined in detail in
Section 3.6.5.
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Management
Component

Installation
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Figure 3-7

Reprogrammable
Hardware

Scenario 6 Sequence Diagram - Hardware Update
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3.3.2 Overall System Requirements
The requirements that should be taken into consideration in the design of the overall
system are:
•

The employment of platform independent components.

•

Utilisation of existing open architectures and standardised protocols.

•

Incorporation of readily extensible and scalable components.

3.3.3 Centralised Server Requirements
The centralised server is the hub of the automated distribution and management system.
It must specifically address the following requirements:
1. Automate the distribution of software and hardware configurations to remote
heterogeneous wireless devices from a central location.
2. Manage a repository of software and hardware configuration files, customer
profile and device compatibility information.
3. Distinguish modes server access and tailor server functionality accordingly and
provide access to the configuration files for these access modes through a
Graphical User Interface (GUI).
4. Manage connections from different access modes, including:
Validation of access modes and entities (Scenario 1 and 2)
Handle requests to install or update configurations (Scenarios 1,2,3,6)
Handle requests to manage configuration files (Scenario 4)
Handle configuration update inquiries, polling mechanism (Scenario 5)
Maintain connection information for the length of the connection and
close the connection efficiently when terminated (All scenarios).

3.3.4 Wireless Device Requirements
Providing functionality for the downloading and installation of software and hardware
configurations requires extensions to wireless device operations. The requirements are:
1. Some level of reconfigurability, defined by the ability to handle the different
configuration files discussed in Section 3.4.2.
2. An on-device management component to provide a generic configuration
installation environment and interact with the user including:
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Judging the suitability of a configuration for the particular device.
Deciding when best to install a configuration.
Informing device user of changes/reconfiguration/progress of changes.
Preparation of the environment for the installation of a configuration, for
example, the deletion of an older version.
Memory management.
3. Support for standard and generic communications.
4. A mechanism to periodically and automatically connect to the centralised
configuration distribution server to synchronise configuration information
Check for configuration updates to be downloaded
Inform the server of changes in the wireless device configuration.
5. Sufficient memory to store configuration and associated parameters.

3.3.5 Communications Requirements
Communication paths between the centralised distribution server and reconfigurable
wireless devices are subject to constant change as telecommunication standards and
protocols evolve. Therefore, this system must utilise standard protocols for the transfer
of configurations over mixed networks. The server and device must handle network
connections as generically as possible, thus abstracting underlying communication
details away from high-level applications. The core requirements to achieve this are:
1. Standard communications protocols.
2. Low overhead, especially for limited wireless device communications.
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3.4

Expanded System Architecture

From the system usage scenarios in Section 3.3.1 and the requirements analysis in
Section 3.3, the delineation of responsibilities of server, wireless device, and
communications channel for the design of an automated configuration distribution and
management system are outlined. For the purposes of this project, the centralised server
will be referred to as the Configuration Server (CS), and the device’s management
component as the Device Configuration Manager (DCM), as shown in Figure 3-8. The
design and architecture for the Configuration Server, Device Configuration Manager
and communications channel is described in the following sections.
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Expanded System Design

3.4.1 Server Access Modes
The system diagram in Figure 3-8 illustrates two access paths to the server, one from
the wireless device and the other from an administrative entity. The server should
provide the facility to distinguish these paths and deal with each according to the roles
the device and administrators play in software and hardware configuration management
and distribution. It must tailor its functionality and presentation depending on the access
role aecording to aceess requirements and rights.
Access to the Configuration Server will be segregated to distinguish the specialised
views of the server. These modes are referred to respectively as Device Activation and
Network Aetivations, and convey the distinetion between different methods of
activating the configuration installations.
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3.4.2 Software and Hardware Configuration Files
The system usage scenarios in Section 3.3.1 highlight the need to distinguish between
the different configuration categories in order to install them correctly. This further
distinction is illustrated in Figure 3-9. To provide access to web-based services as they
evolve, the Configuration Server should store, manage and distribute three main
categories of software and hardware configurations:
User Files, which can be downloaded by a user, as in the Java utility
downloaded in Scenario 1.
Operating System Files, or those that modify underlying operations of the
device, as in the manufacturer update in Scenario 2.
Binary Files, with reprogrammable hardware content, updated by a network
operator, as in Scenario 6.
’ Reprogrammable '
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On the wireless device those three file types provide the content to update:
User Applications
Operating System software
Underlying Firmware/hardware
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3.5

Configuration Server Design and Architecture

The design and architecture of the Configuration Server (CS) is independent of the
nature of the supported devices. It must be platform independent, component based for
easy updating, centralised and secure. An application server, which will house the
Configuration Server, provides the server-side platform for building and deploying
application data and business logic. Business logic identifies the core functionality of
the Configuration Server to accomplish the tasks defined by business requirements and
to meet the requirements outlined in Section 3.3.3. Application servers generally define
three interoperable layers: presentation layer, business logic layer, and the data access
layer, see Figure 3-10. The business logic layer is where all the intelligence and
business rules are encapsulated in object-oriented reusable components.
Application Server
Presentation Layer
(servlets/HTML)

Business Logic Layer
(Java Beans)

' Presentation Logic J

/

A,

Business
Logic
It

Data Access Layer

. Business
Logic

\ /
connector

Figure 3-10
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Application Server Architecture

The Java 2 Enterprise Edition [45] standard, defined by the Java Community Process,
was chosen as an application server for the Configuration Server. Application
components that comply with the J2EE specifications may therefore be deployed on any
J2EE compliant application server, providing application server product independence.
Other advantages of using J2EE for this project include, support for web-based services,
the provision of open source specifications and reference implementations, plus a large
developer community, and good documentation.
Access to the Configuration Server’s application data and business logic can be
provided over the web by integrating a web container into the J2EE application server.
Containers are standardised runtime environments that provide specific services to
components, such as Java servlets and beans.
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3.5.1 Web Container
The Configuration Server provides access for limited capability wireless devices and
administrators with diverse requirements and privileges. In this architecture, using a
web-based server poses an advantage for interactions in both wireless and wired
environments. The server carries most of the computational overhead, taking the burden
off limited power wireless devices. A standard visual display, HTML based, is
advantageous when catering for less predictable issues, such as administrative expertise
and differing access technologies.
A web container integrated into the J2EE application server is used to handle the range
of connections. This functionality was initially illustrated in scenarios 1 to 5, Section
3.3.1, where connections being handled by the Server Interface and Connection Handler
components. Specifically, the Device Activation and Network Activation interfaces will
cater for the different interactions from devices and administrators respectively. This
functionality is handled by the web container, which invokes Java Servlets to generate
JSP and HTML web content for these specific activations. The application data and
business logic are handled by JavaBeans. The data handled includes device, customer,
and configuration information. The business logic refers to matching configuration
suitability and customer preferences to ensure the correct content is distributed. Access
from device and administrative clients to the Configuration Server’s application data is
shown in Figure 3-11. The web container houses the presentation logic (Java Servlets,
Java Server Pages, JSP, and HTML web pages) and business logic (JavaBeans)
components of the CS. Access to application data stored in a database server is provided
through a database conneetor using the Java Database Conneetivity (JDBC) API [46].
These server components are discussed in the following sections
Configuration Server

Activations

Web Container
Device
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HTML

Ciient
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Figure 3-11
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3.5.1.1
Presentation Logic and Java Servlets
In the J2EE web container, presentation logic is catered for by Java Servlets, which can
generate JSP and HTML pages, A servlet can be thought of as a specialised application
running on the server, providing a mechanism for extending web server functionality
[47], Servlets in the Configuration Server will be used to customise Device Activation
and Network Activation interfaces, by controlling views of the system for particular
requirements and privileges, as shown by the operation of a HTTP servlet in Figure
3-12. For example, the Device Activation provides necessary information for wireless
device connections, whereas the Network Activation view may use a machine with a
larger display area.
Web Container
1. Send HTTP request

Client

2. Cal sarviat to
satvka raquast

^

^
5. Send HTTP response

3. Return response

Setvlet
4. Perform logic

Figure 3-12

Servlet servicing HTTP Request

3.5.1.2 Business Logic and JavaBeans
In the J2EE web container, business logic is encapsulated using JavaBeans, which
makes the server architecture reusable and modular [48]. The JavaBean component
model simplifies the development of middleware applications by providing support for
services such as transactions, security and database connectivity. This will handle
interaction with the Configuration Server database as shown in Scenarios 1 and 2, and
provide utilities required to manage files on the CS, as in Scenario 4. JavaBeans in the
Java 2 Enterprise Edition provide access to the database and ultimately to the software
and hardware configurations for distribution and management. JavaBeans may also be
used to map user preferences to configurations stored in the CS database, whilst taking
device constraints into account.
3.5.1.3
Data Access and the Database Server
JavaBeans, which deal specifically with data access and processing, will use a standard
connector to contact the database, through the Java Database Connectivity API. JDBC
provides a set of drivers to access databases in a standard way [49].
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3.5.2 Model-View-Controller Model
The use of a standard application server in the Configuration Server provides for the
logical separation of certain components, but it does not define how interactions
between them should be handled. By applying a design paradigm to the development of
the Configuration Server, the core components or business logic can be separated from
the presentation and control logic. A common design paradigm is the Model-ViewController (MVC), which separates the way application data is seen from preparation
details. Both of these are described collectively in the presentation layer of application
servers. This separation makes supporting multiple clients easier to implement.
MVC, first used by Xerox in the 1980s [50], is commonly used in GUI application
development, where user interaction is event driven and often unpredictable [51]. MVC
is used for the conceptual design of the web-based Configuration Server. The basic
concept is to separate the components of the Configuration Server’s design into three
distinct entities - Model, View and Controller. The Model caters for application data
and business logic. The Controller manages data presentation and the View refers to
what users see and how they interact with the system data, as shown in Figure 3-13.

Figure 3-13

Model-View-Controller Interaction

This modularity means that the Model, representing the application data and business
rules, can be easily adapted without modifying user interface code, which is the
responsibility of the Controller. Multiple presentations of system functionality or Views
can be provided, for different levels of administrative access to the Configuration
Server for example, see Section 3.3.1. The user, having a particular View of the server.
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interacts with the Controller to have requests processed, which the Controller relays
those requests to the Model. Different protocols can be directed to interact with a
specific Controller, WAP to HTTP for example, while requests from various
Controllers are forwarded to the Model in the same way. This decouples the Model,
essentially the business logic, from the client and its access protocol. The result of the
request can be presented to the two clients according to their particular requirements
using different Views [52].

3.5.2.1

MVC and the Configuration Server

According to the usage scenarios in Section 3.3.1 and requirements in Section 3.3.3, the
server features are illustrated in Figure 3-14.
Manage users and devices registered in the Configuration Server.
Upload a configuration to the Configuration Server.
Remove a configuration from the Configuration Server.
Install new functionality on a device by updating its configuration.
Connect to, and query the database as required.
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Figure 3-14
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Details of ‘Model’ for the Configuration Server

The Controller uses Java Servlets to select the information returned from the JavaBeans
in the Model according to user’s request. The Controller will prepare the View
presented to the end users based on the presentation format required and administrator
and device access privileges.
In J2EE documentation, servlets are often referred to as the front component, providing
a single point of entry to the server. In the Configuration Server the first point of access
is a servlet, which initialises particular parameters of the servlet container and
application. Following this paradigm, the Controller will have three servlets, visible in
Figure 3-15:
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The ConfigurationServer servlet is the first point of entry into the server where
administrators login. It is responsible for initialising application parameters that
allow administrator and wireless device requests to be serviced correctly. It also
provides access into the NetworkActivation servlet.
The NetworkActivation servlet is responsible for presenting the correct View of
most of the administrative tasks carried out by the JavaBeans in the Model.
The DeviceActivation servlet is responsible for presenting the correct View to
connected wireless devices.
ControNer
Device
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Figure 3-15

Details of ‘Controller’ for the Configuration Server

The View is not concerned with computational overhead and simply displays content
provided by the Controller, Figure 3-16. Using a web server to provide the GUI has
advantages. A wide community of computer users, already familiar with the ‘look and
feel’ of Internet applications, can adjust more readily to the navigation and functionality
of the Configuration Server [53].
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Figure 3-16

Details of ‘View’ for the Configuration Server
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3.6

Device Configuration Manager Design and Architecture

The architecture of a reconfigurable wireless device should be implementable on a
broad range of heterogeneous wireless devices, thus requiring platform-independence,
shown previously in Figure 2-1. As discussed in Section 2.6.1, the Java 2 Micro Edition
provides this hardware independence and is designed specifically for devices with a
limited memory footprint. An overall architecture of a generic limited capability
wireless device is shown in Figure 3-17 and is discussed in the following section. Some
of the wireless device architecture is based on the J2ME, with additional specific
extensions proposed in this thesis to cater for a reconfigurable wireless device.

H
R«€oiifkjiiiat>le
J2ME Device

Figure 3-17

Reconfigurable Device Architecture with J2ME

3.6.1 Device Configuration Manager
The purpose of the Device Configuration Manager (DCM) is to manage updates and
new installations of the three different file categories identified in Section 3.4; user files
such as games, operating system updates and binary files to update hardware. The DCM
identifies which of the three file categories is being distributed and takes appropriate
action to successfully install the update. This includes:
■

Deciding whether to decompress and install the update now or later.

■

Prompting the user to accept reconfiguration changes and informing users of
configuration installation progress.

■

Allowing for the reorganisation of existing configurations in preparation for the
installation of a new configuration, and deletion of an older version.

■

Managing areas of persistent memory before, during and after the installation.
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To enable these management functions, the DCM needs accurate information about the
state of the device (power on/off, busy/idle), the currently installed configurations and
their versions, knowledge of those configurations’ relative priority, the availability and
allocation scheme of persistent/non-persistent memory. To acquire and maintain this
information, the DCM process must itself have high priority, be allocated suitable
memory for running and information storage.
The DCM is also responsible for contacting the Configuration Server to check for
updates, which it does using a polling mechanism. The server IP address, URL and the
polling interval in milliseconds are also stored with other parameters, such as
connection type, authentication levels (normal/secure - wireless credit cards), username
and password.

3.6.2 Java Environment
The Java component provides an execution environment for Java utilities and games,
but more importantly provides the mechanisms for wireless devices to communicate
with the Configuration Server. Initially a Java Archive Descriptor (JAD) is delivered to
the wireless device, as can be seen in Scenario 1. The JAD must contain certain
parameters such as MIDP and CLDC versions, but also allows extra parameters to be
specified. The JAD file, sent to the wireless device, is extended to contain configuration
file category information and handling options.
Configuration files are delivered to the device in a compressed Java format called a Java
Archive file (JAR), which includes execution code and resources. A resource may be an
audio file, a graphic (in PNG format), an operating system update file or a binary file.
The JAR is unpacked and the DCM is responsible for file storage and installation
depending on the file category. The flowchart for this process is shown in Figure 3-18.
The J2ME Generic Connection Framework (GCF) only supports classes for a HTTP
connection. The CLDC GCF is intended for single session or transaction use of I/O
eonnections, thus its HTTP connection supports single request/response transactions
with a web server. Additional request parameters, access response codes, and headers
need to be set independently of the basic I/O operations using the Connection object.
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3.6.3 Assumptions Regarding the J2ME
As mentioned above, the Device Configuration Manager uses the J2ME’s connection
framework and execution environment. However, the J2ME and KVM are not required
on a wireless device to enable device reconfiguration. The DCM should be able to use
alternative methods of accessing the wireless network and Configuration Server
according the device’s particular operating system. It may download configurations
over SMS or email for example. The reason the J2ME was chosen for this project was
because of the high number of Java enabled devices in the market today, and a healthy
prediction that 74% of wireless phones shipped in 2007 will be Java enabled [54].
Furthermore, the J2ME provides an ideal client for a J2EE based server, as used by the
Configuration Server.
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3.6.4 Polling Mechanism Design
The polling mechanism in the DCM automatically contacts the CS to check for updates,
as specified by the polling interval, as described in Scenario 5. If the server is
unavailable when the device powers up or after a polling interval, the polling
mechanism will periodically attempt to connect to the server at the default polling
interval, which is stored as a connection parameter on the wireless device.
Each poll will take the form of an HTTP GET sent to the Configuration Server, as
detailed in Scenario 6, which:
■

Sends the unique device ID, to form a session ID.

■

Provides a list existing configurations.

In turn the device receives as a response:
■

The polling interval, if changed, is updated in persistent memory.

■

Information on new configurations to be installed or updated. Figure 3-19.
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Polling Mechanism Design

The polling mechanism is one way of synchronising configuration information. Another
would be to allow the server to interrogate the device, which is not a viable solution in a
wireless environment. At any given time, the server would have more overhead to
locate a particular wireless device and push content to it than a mechanism on the
device to initiate contact with the server. Further consideration is given to the device’s
Java communications environment, which cannot accept HTTP connections, only
initiate them. This is discussed in greater detail in Section 3.7.
Since polling and transferring of updates utilizes bandwidth, the polling interval may be
related to the customer profile or QoS policy [55]. For higher paying customer the
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interval can be shorter, e.g, every 24 hours should be sufficient, whereas for the lower
tariff subscriber, the polling interval can be 168 hours, or one week. The polling interval
may change according to the regularity at which a wireless device is powered up. For
this thesis, it is assumed this occurs very infrequently and does not affect the polling
interval. The polling interval can be changed once a connection has been established.

3.6.5 Installation Interface Design
The Installation Interface is a means of providing access to vendor and device specific
operating systems and reconfigurable hardware on a broad range of heterogeneous
wireless devices, as shown in Scenario 6. Since wireless device hardware
implementations are proprietary, and device and vendor specific, a generic Installation
Interface allows reconfiguration using a method comparable to the approach employed
by the J2ME and JVM. There, a reference implementation is provided, which device
manufacturers can customise into their operating system and specific device hardware.
The manufacturer must provide access to the hardware functionality through standard
Installation Interface invocations, thus allowing device to be reconfigured in a standard
manner regardless of the underlying hardware implementation.
Configuration

Manager receives

The Device

a hardware configuration update

from

the

Configuration Server and invokes the Installation Interface as shown in Figure 3-7 to:
Extract the binary file from its transportation package.
Customise parameters for installation.
Install the update on the reconfigurable hardware.
The reconfigurable reprogrammable logic chip may be an FPGA/ASIC hybrid,
achieving some of the aims of the ACM, as outlined in Section 2.5.2.6.

3.6.6 Device Operating System
The device operating system must be updateable with software updates, similar to the
manufacturer update in Scenario 2. Figure 3-18 shows that the Device Configuration
Manager invokes the Installation Interface to install an operating system update. The
level of reconfiguration required by update differs depending on the functionality. Most
wireless device operating systems are proprietary and therefore must also provide some
generic support for the installation of updates, through the Installation Interface
described in Section 3.6.5.
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3.6.7 Persistent Memory
Access to persistent memory is important for the Deviee Configuration Manager to
store the connection parameters, such as polling interval and Configuration Server
URL, but also to store the different software and hardware configuration file categories
so they are readily accessible to other device processes and the device user. Read and
write proteetion must also be implemented to prevent eorruption and illegal aecess.

3.7

Communications Channel

Communications between the wireless devices and Configuration Server take place over
HTTP, which is available over almost any IP eonnection, with Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) layers providing reliable paeket delivery and sequencing. 2.5G and 3G
wireless systems all provide IP conneetions to devices [56]. Requests are sent from the
wireless device to the server, a response is generated, and returned to the wireless
device. A HTTP request invokes one of two methods, a GET, requesting information, or
a POST, to send information. HTTP requests require an open TCP connection, which
uses a dedicated port number.
This seenario works well when a wireless device contacts the Configuration Server, as
only one connection is being serviced. Alternatively, a server PUSH allows information
to be received onto the wireless device without first requesting it. However, if the CS
wishes to distribute configurations to wireless deviees using server PUSH, initiating and
maintaining multiple connections quickly consumes server resourees. An active TCP
connection is required for the PUSH operation. Each TCP connection requires a port
number in order to be classed as active. Allocating the limited number of TCP ports
round robin fashion would not be a suitable solution as the TCP connections would no
longer be valid.
In addition, the Java speeification employed on the wireless devices, J2ME, only
provides support for connections initiated by the user, or a process on the wireless
device. Consequently the approach employed by the Configuration Server to deliver
configurations uses TCP connection resources more efficiently by:
Forming a queue of configurations awaiting installation for a particular device.
Transferring queued services to the wireless deviees when that particular device
connects to the CS.
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When the wireless device is switched on, or is accepted onto the network (roaming
devices), the device registers with the Configuration Server, thus establishing a
connection. If services are queued for installation for this particular device, this
connection is immediately used to transfer the configuration(s) to the wireless device.

3.7.1 Tracking Device Sessions
HTTP is a stateless protocol, with each transaction treated independently [57]. Once a
wireless device has established a connection to the Configurations Server, the server
must track the session information throughout the lifetime of the connection, the
progress of a configuration download for example. One common approach, cookies,
transmits text about the state of the connection in HTTP headers. Another, URL
rewriting, appends a unique session ID to the end of each request URL sent to the
server.
Most web browsers support session tracking using the above approaches. However, in
the limited capability J2ME environment, session tracking support is not automatically
provided. To ensure the efficient distribution of configurations, the wireless device
communications interface supports session tracking using URL rewriting. Wireless
devices in the GSM network are equipped with a unique number, identifying the
subscriber, the IMSI. This may be used to identify a wireless device on the network, and
to uniquely track sessions between it and the Configuration Server.

3.8

Conclusion

In this chapter a requirements analysis steered the design and architecture of a system to
automatically distribute and manage software and hardware configurations for
heterogeneous wireless devices. Firstly, a high-level system architecture was presented.
Through the investigation of several usage scenarios in Section 3.3.1, detailed clearly
with UML sequence diagrams, requirements for the system’s further development were
identified and described. In Section 3.4, an expanded system architecture was outlined,
and developed according to the requirements in three stages: a Configuration Server to
automate the configuration distribution functionality, a Device Configuration Manager
to administer configuration handling on the wireless device, and use of a standard
communications channel to connect them. The architectural design leads to a system
implementation described in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4: Implementation of the Automated
Distribution and Management System
4.1

Introduction

Fundamental requirements, which must be considered when making decisions for the
implementation of a software and hardware configuration distribution system are:
platform independence, ease of use, and extensibility. With these in mind, the
management components are developed in compliance with industrial standards and
retain a familiar ‘look and feel’ regardless of access method.
The automated software and hardware configuration distribution and management
system is implemented using two management components, according to the
requirements and architectural design outlined in Chapter 3. Firstly, the centralised
Configuration Server will manage the distribution and storage of software and hardware
configuration updates. It will provide access to administrators, wireless devices and
their users. Secondly, the Device Configuration Manager will provide a generic
implementation to enable three categories of heterogeneous wireless device
reconfiguration: user applications, operating system updates, and hardware updates.
These hardware updates are reprogrammable elements, described in software, to update
reconfigurable logic chips.
This chapter presents the Configuration Server implementation in accordance with the
Model-View-Controller design paradigm outlined in Chapter 3. The core server
functionality or business logic is described with the use of UML class diagrams.
Implementation aspects of the Device Configuration Manager then follow, drawing
attention to extensions introduced to enable the management and installation of
reconfigurable content to wireless devices. In conclusion, two end-to-end examples of
system functionality are demonstrated.
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4.2

Configuration Server Implementation

The Configuration Server architecture incorporates services for two main access
entities, administrators and wireless devices. The use case diagram in Figure 4-1
illustrates the functions that these accessing entities will be able to perform.
Presentation logic, business logic and database access functionality is implemented in
Java classes, according to the MVC design paradigm discussed in Section 3.5.2. Java
classes are organised into functionally related groups called packages. This package
hierarchy is employed to separate the core functional areas of the management
components, giving structure, improving manageability, clarity and extensibility of the
code during the implementation process.

Administrative Services
^ + Administrator
Q + Add New Device & Customer
Device Services

^ + Connect to Server

^ + DCM

+ install Configuration Update on Device
+ Remove Configuration From System

^ + Device User

+ Set Polling Frequency

^ + Connect to Server

^ + Update Device Information

@ + Get Configuration

Q + Upload Configuration Update

@ + Get Poliing Frequency

^ + Verify Administrator

@ + Register Device

System User

Figure 4-1

Functionality Accessible to System User

4.2.1 Configuration Server Tools
The application server chosen to implement the J2EE standard is the Java 2 Enterprise
Edition, developed by Sun Microsystems. The Configuration Server was developed in
the J2EE compliant Sun One Studio 4 Integrated Development Environment (IDE) [58],
which incorporates the Apache Tomcat 4.0.1 [59] servlet container and PointBase
Database server 4.3 [60]. Having all tools integrated into the one development
environment makes the server development process more manageable.
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4.2.2 Role of the Model-View-Controller
The Configuration Server architecture follows the Model, View and, Controller (MVC)
pattern, which delineate components of the J2EE application server. This eases the
incorporation of future additions to CS functionality. For example, the method used by
an administrator to view CS data may be changed from a Visual Basic program to a web
page (View) without the need to change how the data is processed (Model).
Alternatively, additional processing may be required to implement a more stringent
security policy, for example. This requires changes to business logic code, but not to
code that controls the interface or the actual presentation. The interactions of the Model,
View and Controller components in the CS are illustrated in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2

MVC for the Configuration Server

The features shown in the Model above describe the business logic of the Configuration
Server, and match functionality identified in the requirements analysis in Section 3.3:
AddDevice bean registers users and devices.
Upload bean allows administrators to upload new software and hardware
configurations to the Configuration Server database.
Remove bean allows an administrator to remove a configuration from the
Configuration Server database.
Update bean allows an administrator to activate a configuration.
Database bean provides centralised connectivity to the database server for all the
other beans, decoupling database access and connection maintenance from
individual JavaBeans.
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Other beans provide reusable utilities to support the other functions, such as
version control and configuration compatibility checking.
The Controller formats the information for the particular View and provides navigation
through the CS business logic functions for administrators and device users. Table 4-1
describes how the Controller formats the display and navigational instructions.
Interface Display

Index

Page
Type

Function of interface

html

Configuration Server
Device Activation

Network Activation

Initial welcome to the Configuration
Server.
servlet Provides View for that administrator.
Initialises application scope variables.
servlet Entry point for devices contacting the CS.
Available updates are advertised
depending on device and customer profile.
servlet Entry point for administrators logging into
the CS from which they access CS
functionality

Register Device

html
servlet

Install Configuration

Remove Configuration

servlet

servlet

html

Upload Configuration

servlet

Table 4-1

Navigational Options
(buttons displayed by the
web interface)

Provides a form to enter device and
customer information for registration
Registration results are displayed by this
servlet.
Install configuration onto a device has
three stages:
a) select devices and configurations
b) confirm selection
c) display results
Remove configuration from system has
three stages:
a) select configurations to be removed
b) confirm selection
c) display results
Provides a form to enter new configuration
information to be uploaded into the system
Results of upload are displayed by this
servlet.

Configuration Server
Network Activation
Device Activation
Select
Exit
(displayed on device)
Add Device
Install
Upload

Remove
Back

Register

Cancel

Register More

Done

Install
Proceed
Install More

Cancel
Cancel
Done

Remove
Proceed
Remove More
Upload

Cancel
Cancel
Done
Cancel

Upload More

Done

Controller - Formatting and Navigation

Table 4-1 illustrates that all of the server features rely on servlets to process input and
display output. Servlets are responsible for generating most of the HTML web content
presented to administrators. The core CS business logic requires that servlets be
invoked in sequence to that requests and responses to flow in the correct manner. The
following sections describe the services provided to administrators and devices
accessing the CS, employing use case diagrams and class diagrams to illustrate the
implementation detail.
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4.2.3 Services to Administrators
An administrator needs to have access to the core business logic of the CS as described
by the MVC relationship in Section 4.2.2. When an administrator connects to the
Configuration Server through a web interface, and is verified, the NetworkActivation
servlet and JavaBean are responsible for formatting the HTML interface from which the
operations shown in Figure 4-3 can be invoked.

Figure 4-3

Administrator Use of the Configuration Server

The Configuration Server has four main use cases: Register new device and customer.
Upload configuration. Remove configuration from system, and Install configuration
update on device. An administrator can also set the polling interval for cormecting
devices. As identified in the scenarios, wireless device and their users are notified when
new configurations are uploaded, old configuration removed from the system, or when a
new configuration is to be installed. This functionality is implemented by invoking
methods in the reusable data management package, which flags the changed
configuration in the CS database. The device is informed of the change when it next
connects to the server.
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4.2.4 Services to Wireless Devices
As mentioned in the previous section, wireless devices need to be informed of changes
to configurations installed on the device in order to keep them current with releases of
software and hardware configurations. Notification of change is returned to the wireless
device when the Device Configuration Manager contacts the server. It is necessary to
alert the device user of changes, or to illustrate the progression of a configuration
download and installation. When the device user chooses to download a configuration,
information must be displayed in a small screen area, and thus HTML content is
concise. Information delivered to the DCM, on the other hand, does not need to be
displayed in graphical format and is embedded into the HTTP requests and responses
passed between DCM and Configuration Server. The operations available to the DCM
and device user are shown in Figure 4-4

DCM

Figure 4-4

DCM and Device User Use of the Configuration Server

Communication with the Configuration Server occurs through different interfaces. The
DeviceActivation servlet on the CS handles connections from the DCM, and uses the
DeviceActivation JavaBean to synchronise configuration data, format notifications and
polling interval information. The software configurations, or user applications available
for a device user to download are presented in a HTML page, getconfig.html.
Regardless of the interface used, some overlap in business logic occurs. For example,
the same JavaBeans are invoked to register a device for the first time, whether the
information is entered into a HTML form by an administrator or received from the
DCM. Also, the business logic used to retrieve suitable configurations for installation
on the wireless device is the same, regardless of the source of the configuration
installation request.
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4.2.5 Implementing Configuration Server Logic
The four main use cases identified in Section 4.2.3 are implemented in their own Java
packages, which encapsulate the presentation and business logic for that functionality.
The overall implementation of the Configuration Server is shown in the package
diagram in Figure 4-5. The relationship between MVC components and the Java classes
and packages that implement the functions are highlighted.

VIEW

MODEL

CONTROLLER

DATABASE

Activation
1 ’ + ConfigurationServer
' + DeviceActivation
|j ' + DeviceActivationBean

1

' + Networ1<Activation
’ + NetworkActivationBean

adddevice
Registration
+ Register
index

+ ActiveDevices

+ RegistrationBean

+ Configuration

DatabaseConnection

+ Customerinfo

Upioad
unload

+ ConnectionPool

+ Device

+ UploadBean

+ ConnectionWrapper

+ DeviceInfo

+ UploadConfiguration

+

+ DataSourceWrapper

CSConsts

+ DatabaseConnection

(from DataManagerrent)

Remove
+ RemoveBean
aetconfia

+ RemoveConfigurationConfiim
+ RemoveConfigurationResults
^ + RemoveConfigurationSelect

instali
InstallBean
+ InstallConfigurationConfirm
+ InstallConfigurationResults
+ InstallConfigurationSelect

Figure 4-5

Configuration Server Package Diagram

The View is composed of static HTML pages and HTML dynamically generated by
servlets, displayed by Controller functions when required. The functional business logic
is grouped into packages containing both Controller and Model components. For
example, the Registration package contains a servlet and a JavaBean. The Register
servlet receives information entered by an administrator, invoking the RegistrationBean
to ensure the integrity of the data received and to perform database queries. The servlet
then dynamically generates HTML to display the results of the operation, according the
Controller definition. A similar structure is employed in each of the packages. This
decouples database access from data presentation, according to the Model definition.
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4.2.5.1

Initial Configuration Server Operations

Once the server is running, the ConfigurationServer servlet is responsible for initialising
server properties that allow administrator and device access. For example, elasses that
provide access to the Configuration Server data are instantiated in this servlet. These are
ConnenctionPool and AetiveDeviees elasses. This implementation provides these class
instances with a server global context, which facilitates centralised access to the CS data
from the various JavaBeans in the server. This method of providing objects with a
global context is also used to assist testing Configuration Server response times, which
shall be discussed further in Chapter 5.
The Activation package contains ConfigurationServer servlet, the NetworkActivation
and DeviceActivation servlets and corresponding beans. The NetworkActivation servlet
can be invoked from the initial ConfigurationServer servlet, thus providing access for
administrators. Using the NetworkActivation bean, the administrator is verified and an
appropriate View is displayed based on administrative privileges, shown as (a) in Figure
4-6.

«MODEL»

«CONTROLLER»

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-6

Network Activation Class Diagram

Onee the global properties have been initialised by the ConfigurationServer servlet, the
DevieeActivation servlet is available to process requests from wireless devices, shown
as (b) in Figure 4-6. These requests are the server polls sent by the Device
Configuration Manager’s Polling Mechanism. As mentioned in the design of the polling
meehanism in Seetion 3.6.4, the unique identifiers of the deviee and eurrently installed
eonfigurations are sent in the poll request. When a poll request is received, the
DeviceActivation JavaBean is invoked to synehronise device information. This
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synchronisation process gives precedence to the configuration information on the
device, updating the Configuration Server database accordingly, shown in Figure 4-7.
For example, if the device has an additional configuration, its unique identifier is added
to the record of configurations installed on that device. It is during this synchronisation
process that notifications of changes to configurations are returned to the wireless
device in the poll response.

Figure 4-7

Configuration Synchronisation Process

When a device connects for the first time, and if a record for the device already does not
exist in the Configuration Server, the device is registered.
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Device Record on Configuration Server
The following information is stored in a device record on the Configuration Server.
•

The device record is indexed in the CS database using the device unique
identifier (IMSI in GSM networks).

•

Parameters such as device model, manufacturer, Java profile and configuration
versions, operating system version, and reconfigurable hardware versions
describe device capability, are used to test compatibility with configurations
installed by the CS.

•

User information such as unique identifier, name, address, username, and
password are also required. This implementation generates unique variable
length strings for user identifiers by applying a random function to the current
time in milliseconds. This generated identifier can be used as an initial unique
username.

•

Once the device is registered, information about configurations installed and to
be installed onto the device is also stored. This includes configuration identifier,
name, version, and vendor. Versions of the Java profile and configuration,
operating system and hardware details required for installation and use of the
configuration are also stored. Configuration identifiers are generated by
incrementing the previous configuration ID.

After the device and required information is stored in the Configuration Server
database, the device continues to poll the Configuration Server. The device unique
identifier forms the session identifier, simultaneously identifying device and session.
An alternative way for a device to be registered is by an administrator when the device
is sold. The administrator enters device and customer information into the form
displayed in adddevi ce. html. Using a HTML form is a quick and simple way to gather
required information from an administrator. The information entered into the text boxes
is passed to the Register servlet as parameters of the HTTP request. The information is
validated and processed, employing the Registration bean to add the information to the
CS database. Figure 4-8. The Register servlet then displays the result of the registration
using the HTTP response. The response can be changed to display the result of the
operation, indicating correct or erroneous operation.
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4.2.5.2

Register Device Component Diagram

Upload Configuration

An administrator wishing to upload a software or hardware configuration into the
Configuration Server must fill a form presented in upload.html. This form gathers
information regarding the administrator performing the upload and the configuration
files. Two files are associated with configurations, a text based descriptor file with
parameters describing the configuration, and the compressed configuration file itself
The class diagram in Figure 4-9 shows the UploadConfiguration servlet contacting the
UploadBean, which generates a unique identifier for the configuration, uploads the files,
and updates the database. These operations employ Multipurpose Internet Mail
Extensions (MIME) [61], which can manage file typing in web servers, to describe the
configuration

files.
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Upload Configuration Component Diagram
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4.2.5.3

Remove Configuration

The remove configuration function is implemented differently to the previous operation,
as no data is entered. Instead, data that exists in the Configuration Server database is
modified when a configuration removed. Dependencies and relationships with other
data may exist, and therefore it is good practice to ask the administrator to confirm the
modification before it is carried out. A dependency of a configuration in the CS is its
use in multiple devices.
An administrator with the appropriate privileges can remove configurations from the
Configuration Server by selecting the configuration to be removed, confirming the
removal, and viewing the results returned. The administrator navigates through the
functionality using servlets, with database connectivity provided by the RemoveBean,
as shown in Figure 4-10. The RemoveBean must ensure that removed configurations
are flagged in device records so that notification of discontinued support may be sent to
the appropriate devices.

«CONTROLLER»

Figure 4-10

4.2.5.4

«MODEL»

Remove Configuration Component Diagram

Install Configuration

The configuration installation is a key operation of the system that caters for the
distribution of software and hardware configurations to multiple devices. The plurality
of configurations and devices must be taken into account when implementing the
configuration installation functionality. For example, an administrator may require two
configuration updates to be installed on a number of devices. The distribution process
ensures that the configurations reach all selected devices. This is achieved by the
implementation of a tri-phase process.
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The first phase of the installation requires the formation of a queue of eonfigurations for
installation on particular devices. This is achieved when an administrator steps through
the installation process displayed by the communicating installation servlets, Select,
Confirm, and Results. The InstallBean logic retrieves device and configuration
information from the database in order to create the configuration installation queue.
The classes involved in this process are shown in Figure 4-11.

«CONTROLLER»

Figure 4-11

«MODEL»

Install Configuration Component Diagram

One method of servlet communication is to give a class or bean a server global context,
as mentioned previously. Another method is to pass data to a particular servlet using the
HttpServletRequest object; all servlet invocations must take HttpServletRequest and
HttpServletResponse objects as parameters to facilitate HTTP communication. The
installation process uses both methods.
The InstallConfigSelect servlet creates an instance of the InstallBean to access the
database. The InstallBean then holds the administrator’s device and configuration
selection, and forms the installation queue when instructed by the InstallConfigResults
servlet. Since these servlets do not communicate directly, the InstallBean is given server
global context and is then accessible by both servlets. There is a disadvantage with this
method: multiple requests could compromise the integrity of the selection data. To
prevent this, a critical section is implemented around the InstallBean object. The single
class instance is static, and access to the object’s methods are synchronised.
Communications that allow the administrator to step from one installation stage to the
next is implemented using the HttpServletRequest object. The different interactions in
the installation process are shown in the sequence diagram in Figure 4-12.
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Figure 4-12

Install Configurations Sequence Diagram

The second phase of the installation process requires a device to connect to the server
and download the queued configurations. Thirdly, the Configuration Server updates the
device record once informed of a successful installation. These phases will be described
in the wireless device implementation in Section 4.3.
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4.2.5.5
Data Management
The Configuration Server manages the dependencies and relationships between device,
user, and configuration data using two techniques. For the fast retrieval of information
accessed frequently by connecting devices, an indexed Java Hashtable from the java.util
package, called ActiveDevices, is used. This information maps to the Configuration
Server’s PointBase database, which also stores less frequently accessed data.
Retrieval of Frequently Accessed Data
The ActiveDevices Flashtable represents the relationships between Device, Customer
and Configuration objects stored in the CS database. However, its representation of the
data also provides information about the state of the configuration objects associated
with a particular device. A configuration can be in one of four states - installed, to be
installed, removed and to be removed. Monitoring these states allows notifications of
changes to configurations to be sent to the appropriate devices. To implement this, each
Configuration object contains an attribute from the CSConsts interface called
configStatus, which represent the transitions of the configuration, shown in Figure 4-13.

Figure 4-13

Configuration Object State Diagram

The ActiveDevices Hashtable is a static singleton class instantiated once in the
ConfigurationServer servlet and given a server global context. It was designed with the
following relationships in mind: all devices registered with the Configuration Server are
associated with one or more configurations, one user/customer and one device type, as
illustrated in Figure 4-14. The ActiveDevices class provides a means to manage and
access multiple instances of this relationship quickly, as the object is stored in memory
for the lifetime of the Configuration Server. Aggregation is a strong type of association
that specifies the relationship between the aggregate and a component part. It is used in
this implementation to denote ownership - ActiveDevices ‘owns’ Device objects, which
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‘owns’ configurations, customer and device type. The Device objects in the Hashtable
are keyed using the device unique identifier. When the device ID is known, the
aggregated Configuration, DeviceInfo and Customerinfo classes are accessible through
the ActiveDevices and Device object methods. To query the ActiveDevices Hashtable,
a get method for the required data is invoked. The query is propagated through the
aggregated objects and returned in the same manner. The CSConsts interface can be
seen at the bottom left of the class diagram.

Figure 4-14

Data Management Class Diagram
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Retrieving Less Frequently Accessed Data
Details of all possible Configurations, Devices, Device types and Customers are stored
in the Configuration Server database on the PointBase database server. The CS database
is accessed using the Structured Query Language (SQL) [62]. SQL defines the syntax
for creating, editing and deleting data stored in a table structure, and for executing
queries on that data. For example, the common SQL statement, SELECT, is used to
retrieve information according to specified criteria. Figure 4-15 shows the results
generated when the Configuration table is queried in the PointBase console GUI.
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Figure 4-15

PointBase Database Server Console Screen

The database is accessed from the Configuration Server logic using the same query
structure. The JavaBeans responsible for accessing CS data are unaware of database
connection parameters, such as the JDBC driver, the location/URL of the database, and
the username and passwords required.
The ConnectionPool class in the DatabaseConnection package, shown in Figure 4-16,
encapsulates the database connection parameters. This class also loads the JDBC driver
into the JVM before any connections are made to the database with the
DataSourceWrapper class. The various JavaBeans query the database by invoking
methods in the ConnectionWrapper class, and passing table and query criteria as
parameters. The ConnectionWrapper creates, executes, and returns the results of SQL
statements. The database access mechanism was designed in this way to decouple the
data storage from data manipulation. The database location, permissions, and server
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implementation can be changed and extended without affecting the Configuration
Server logic. This process is made more scalable by storing database connection
parameters in a properties file and making them available to the ConnectionPool class.
The database driver or location can be changed automatically without the need to
recompile or deploy data management classes.

Figure 4-16

Database Connectivity Class Diagram

The use of two differing data management mechanisms allows the Configuration Server
to service connecting wireless devices and administrators in a manner that suits the
demand on the server. Notifications of changes to the configurations and polling
interval data associated with a wireless device are stored in the ActiveDevices structure
in RAM. These are returned quickly to a large number of connecting wireless devices.
Administrative operations often require database access, such as upload a new
configuration file or install a configuration, and are less frequently requested in
comparison to wireless device requests. The DatabaseConnectivity package is in place
to cater for such requests.
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4.3

Device Configuration Manager Implementation

The Device Configuration Manager is a process that extends the functionality of a
wireless device to enable the delivery and management of configurations from the
Configuration Server. These software-based configurations deliver user applications,
updates to device operating system functionality, and binary files to update
reprogrammable hardware to the wireless device.
The DCM provides the logic to implement the second and third phases of the tri-phase
installation process introduced in Section 4.2.5.4. The first phase queues configurations
to be downloaded from the Configuration Server. To implement the second phase, the
DCM provides a mechanism that connects to the CS and downloads the particular
configurations. The DCM process provides a generic installation environment for
different configurations. The CS connection mechanism is reused in the third phase to
inform the Configuration Server of changes to device configurations, from which the
device record on the CS is updated.
When the wireless device is powered on, the operations implemented by the Device
Configuration Manager can be invoked, as illustrated in Figure 4-17. The use cases on
the left are implemented in the connection mechanism, while those on the right are the
responsibility of the generic installation environment.

Figure 4-17

Device Configuration Manager Use Cases
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4.3.1 Extensions to the J2ME Reference Implementation
The Java 2 Micro Edition reference implementation is used as a guide to implement the
DCM. However, the specifications were insufficient for certain Device Configuration
Manager functionality, shown in Figure 4-17, and thus extensions were incorporated
into the DCM implementation. As described in Section 2.6, the Java platform supports
three editions, standard, enterprise, and micro editions. The extensions employ some
Java 2 Standard Edition classes. This is possible because rules for the J2ME mandate
that each class with the same name and package name as a J2SE class must be identical
to the corresponding J2SE class, or a subset of that class. This provides upward
extensibility of code written in the J2ME.

4.3.1.1

Storing Configuration Files

As stated in Section 2.6.1, the Java 2 Micro Edition is a minimum reference
implementation catering for limited capability devices on which the DCM operates.
However, DCM functionality requires a means to manage
a)

Persistent memory where software and hardware configurations are
installed, executed and removed.

b)

Shared parameters applicable to managing the configuration environment,
including polling interval, device state and configurations installed.

None of the above requirements are catered for in the J2ME specifications. Since no
assumptions are made regarding the organisation of memory structure on the device,
manufacturers can develop J2ME compliant devices provided the requirements of the
specifications are met. The specifications do not stipulate how applications or memory
should be managed, so these design decisions and implementation details remain vendor
and device specific. When implementing the DCM, the file structure and memory of the
development PC was used. Since the memory available to application data depends on
the particular wireless device, very generous disk space of 1MB was allocated.

4.3.1.2

Managing Shared Data

The J2ME specifies that a minimum of 8KB of persistent memory must be available for
its own application environment data. The Record Management Store (RMS) holds data
for individual MIDP applications, but does not allow data to be shared between
applications. When a MIDP application is executed, it runs in the Java sandbox 73
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effectively an instantiation of the KVM, which provides system security during
execution disallowing application access to system data.
This solution is ideal for MIDP applications, since they should not be allowed to access
system properties. However, restrictions on device memory functionality leave the
J2ME under specified for the task of installing components lying outside the Java
execution environment. Therefore, the DCM implements a shared data storage facility
extension that allows shared access to CS connection parameters, configuration update
data and installation environment properties. Effectively, these parameters are stored in
text-based files and accessed through the parameter acquirer class, DCM_Properties.
DCM Properties uses J2SE file input/output stream classes that are not available in the
J2ME specification.

4.3.1.3

Automating the DCM Process

Sun Microsystems provides a J2ME reference implementation toolkit [63] that includes
an emulator for managing the Java application execution environment. This emulator
and the J2ME specification expect actions, such as contacting the server and installing
an update, to be performed by a device user. The DCM implementation automates the
configuration update process, making it independent of the device user. When the
wireless device is powered on, DCM_Main class is invoked to start the DCM process.
DCM_Main then launches the polling mechanism. This mechanism automatically
connects the Configuration Server, using the parameters available through the
DCM_Properties class, shown in Figure 4-18.

4.3.1.4

Providing a Generic Installation Environment

The J2ME provides an installation and execution environment for user applications. The
DCM extends this specification to download operating system updates and software
modules for reconfigurable hardware. These configurations are packaged in the same
manner, in Java archive files. However, since these configurations are not executed in
the KVM, they are extracted and installed in a generic manner by invoking the DCM’s
Installation Interface. This interface investigates the category of the configuration and
installs it to a designated memory location, tantamount to a directory on the
development machine.
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Since no assumptions are made about the specific device operating system, updating its
configuration will require additional support when integrated into a wireless device.
Furthermore, while this configuration distribution system can be used to distribute the
code for reconfigurable logic chips, it does not deal with the specifics of uploading that
code to chip specific memory.

4.3.2 Implementing Device Configuration Manager Logic
The discussion regarding extensions to the Java 2 Micro Edition in Section 4.3.1
introduced classes that implement the Device Configuration Manager’s automated
configuration and update mechanisms. The DCM process’ start up sequence, which
occurs when the device is powered on, is encapsulated in the DCM_Main class. This
start up sequence involves instantiating the DCM Properties class and starting the
ServerPoll thread in the PollingMechanism package. When notification that a
configuration is to be downloaded or removed is received, a flag is set in the
DCM_Properties class. The Installationinterface package is then responsible for the
installation and removal of configurations. The class and package relationships are
shown in Figure 4-18.

PollingMechanism

DCM Main

+ ServerConnections
+

main(java.lang,String[]): void

^ + ServerPoll
4;^ + Runnable

DCM_Properties

Installationinterface
ConfigurationRe source

devUid: java.lang.String
configurationsOnPevice: java.util.Vector
configurationJadsForInstallation: java.util.Vector
pollinglnterval: java.lang.Long
configurationServerUrl: java.lang.String
availableMemory: java.lang.Integer
property path: java.lang.String

^ + InstallConfigunations
UpdateConfigurations

DCMPropertiesQava. lang. String)
getPevUidO : java.lang.String
setPevUid(java.lang.String): void
getConfigurationsOnPeviceQ : java.util.Vector
setConfigurationsOnPeviceOava.util.Vector): void
getConfigurationJadsForlnstallationQ : java.util.Vector
setConfigurationJadsForlnstallationQava.util.Vector): void
getPollinglntervalQ : java.lang.Long
setPollingIntervalGava.lang.Long): void
getCsUrlQ : java.lang.String
setCsUripava.lang.String): void
getAvailableMemoryO : java.lang.String
setAvailableMemoryOava.lang.String): void
setConfigFilesQ : void

Figure 4-18

Device Configuration Manager Class Diagram
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As shown above, the main class and two packages have associations with the
DCM_Properties class. Each of these classes can modify the properties of the DCM
process, which may cause data corruption. Therefore, a critical section is implemented
in the DCM_Properties singleton class. Attributes and operations of the class are static
and synchronised to provide mutual exclusion. Important attributes maintained by the
DCM Properties class are the device’s unique identifier, the polling interval, the unique
identifiers of installed configurations, the JAD URLs of configurations to be
downloaded, the memory available for installing new configurations (decreased as
configurations installed, increased as configurations removed), and the designated area
of memory where the different configuration categories should be installed. This latter
attribute equates to a file path on the development machine.
The PollingMechanism package incorporates details of when and how to poll the server
to check for configuration updates to be downloaded. The Installationinterface package
provides a generic installation environment.

4.3.2.1

Polling Mechanism

In accordance with the Device Configuration Manager architecture detailed in Section
3.6.4, a polling mechanism is implemented to contact the Configuration Server to check
for updates. The J2ME’s Generic Connection Framework is used to provide connections
to the Configuration Server. The PollingMechanism package contains a ServerPoll
thread,

which

extends

the

ServerConnections

and

implements

the

CLDC

java.lang.Runnable classes. As mentioned above, the DCM Main instantiates the
ServerPoll class, passing it the DCM Properties object and starts the ServerPoll thread.
The thread sleeps for the amount of time specified by the pollinginterval. Figure 4-19.

Figure 4-19

Polling Mechanism Class Diagram
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The ServerConnections class connects to the server using the Configuration Server
URL, which specifies the particular servlet that will service the request. It appends the
device unique identifier and the unique identifiers of all configurations currently
installed on the device, as specified by the DCM_Properties class. If no configurations
are installed, only the device unique identifier is appended to the URL.
URL: http://157.190.81.162:8080/servlet/CS.DeviceActivation
With particulars appended: ?devuid=353868687867&configs=l
Thus http://157.190.81.162:8080/servlet/CS.DeviceActivation?devUid=35
3868687867&confi gs=l becomes the address which the ServerConnections class uses
to contact the server.
The ServerConnections class interprets the response from the DeviceActivation servlet,
which usually comprises of the polling interval and URLs of configuration descriptor
files (JADs) specifying the location of new configurations to be downloaded. The
response may also contain the unique identifiers of configurations to be removed, or of
those no longer supported by the Configuration Server. The configuration unique
identifiers and JAD URLs are stored and accessed using the DCM_Properties class. The
properties class also maintains the installFlag attribute, which is set when a JAD URL
has been received from the server. The installation process is then started.

4.3.2.2

Installation Interface

The Installationinterface package shown in Figure 4-20 provides a generic installation
environment for configurations in two stages:
•

Installation using the InstallConfigurations class and

•

Updating the environment parameters, using the ConfigurationMonitor class.

The installation process involves downloading the configuration JAD file from the
Configuration Server, verifying the JAD data, then downloading and installing the
configuration JAR file. All communications with the Configuration Server reuse the
ServerConnections class, in the PollingMechanism package. The trigger for this process
comes from the ServerPoll thread. Every polling interval or thread loop, the ServerPoll
thread checks the status of the installFlag, which is an attribute in DCM_Properties. The
installFlag is set when a configuration JAD URL is downloaded.
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Figure 4-20

Installation Interface Class Diagram

Configuration Descriptor File
Before the actual configuration JAR file is downloaded and installed, the text-based
configuration descriptor file is investigated to ascertain if the configuration JAR is
suitable to download. This verification process is the responsibility of the
ConfigurationResource class, which encapsulates the configuration JAD file data.
The decision to proceed with the configuration download is based on the unique
identifier, size, version, and category of the configuration. The configuration unique
identifier, which was appended to the JAD URL, is extracted and verified that it is not
currently installed. The attributes of the JAD are then examined. The size of the
configuration JAR file is checked against the available memory, another attribute of the
DCM Properties file. If the version of the configuration is greater than previously
installed versions, then this configuration is an update. The category of the
configuration JAD is also investigated. The device user should be made aware of an
update to a user application, and asked to confirm the download. The J2ME GUI is
invoked in this instance, using the Affirmation MIDlet to gain the user’s approval.
The configuration file arrives to the wireless device in the same way regardless of
whether it is a user application, an operating system update or a binary hardware update.
The difference lies in the descriptor file, which specifies the category of configuration.
The following is a sample descriptor file of a hardware update:
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Config-Name: RXl.hwu
Config-Category: hardware-update
Config-Version: 1.0
Config-Vendor: Rafael Martinez
Config-Jar-URL: http://157.190.81.167:8081/configs/EEPROM.jar?cid=22
MicroEdition-Profi 1 e: MiDP-1.0
MicroEdition-Configuration: CLDC-1.0
Config-Jar-size: 8894

To distinguish between configuration categories, as discussed in Section 3.6.2, one of
the following fields is included, as above:
Config-Category: user-app
Config-Category: os-update
Config-Category: hardware-update

Installation Process
When the ServerConnections class updates the configuration update properties, storing
the URLs of the configuration descriptor files, the InstallConfigurations class is then
instantiated by the DCM and the install() method is called. Install contains a number of
steps to install a configuration, shown in Figure 4-21 sequence diagram:
1. Download configuration descriptor (ServerConnections).
2. Save configuration parameters (ConfigurationResource).
3. Verify configuration based on the descriptor file information, as above.
4. Download configuration in compressed format (ServerConnections).
5. Decompress the configuration and extract the configuration.
6. Save the configuration.
7. Customise the installation by invoking the operating system to install and
execute the operating system update or invoking the reprogrammable logic
component to install the hardware configuration. This customisation phase is not
yet implemented, as it requires specific support depending on device OS and the
particular chip used.
8. Update the device configuration information (ConfigurationMonitor):
a) Set the new configuration unique identifier in DCM_Properties
b) Update the amount of memory available to new configurations
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Connections

Installer
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Properties
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Configuration
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getDescriptors()

----------[\
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POLL.

Descriptor URLs
->

[while(descURL>0)]:lnstall Process

6^

i

getDescriptorQ

For each config:
1. Get descriptor
2. Verify descriptor
3. Save parameters
4. Get configuration
5. Extract config
6. Save config
7. Customise install
8. Install config
9. Update properties
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Save in location
designated by
configuration
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•-ri

Configuration Monitor

updateDescriptors(j

[f
updateAvailableMemoryO

q:
{while(descURL>0)}

Figure 4-21

Hardware Installation Process Sequence Diagram
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4.4

System Usage Demonstrations

To show the main operations of the automated distribution and management system,
two examples are demonstrated from end-to-end. These operations were initially
identified in Section 3.3.1.
•

Firstly a Device Activation is shown, where a device user contacts the
Configuration Server to download a user application.

•

Secondly a Network Activation, where an administrator queues an update for a
particular device. This is subsequently downloaded and installed onto the
device.

4.4.1 Device Activation Demonstration
Initial state: A device user and surfer wants to download the ‘Wherever Weather’
application to keep informed of changing tidal movements. The wireless device has
already been powered on; the Device Configuration Manager and the Polling
Mechanism are running on the device. The sequence is illustrated in Figure 4-22.
1

,

T.iiil

Main Screen
EuroCalculator

Launch

Menu

T.iiil

Select one to
install:
Crossword
(A/ebViewer
hereverWeather

Back

Install

Figure 4-22

User Download

1. The user starts the MIDP installation application. The DCM has the address of the
Configuration Server stored as a system property, and the user selects ‘Go’ to
connect to the configuration server.
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2. When the device connects the server, the device is authenticated based on its
identifier and the user is verified as a valid customer of the system.
3. Based on device information and customer preferences, a list of download options
are presented to the user. The user scrolls through the list and can view the
available downloads, their vendors and price.
4. The user selects an application and the JAD file is downloaded to the device and
verified by the DCM. It passes the suitability and memory usage tests and the JAR
is downloaded and installed into the area allocated to user applications.
5. The user is then able to see that a new application has been installed. He/she
executes and checks the West of Ireland costal forecasts.
6. The ‘Wherever Weather’ unique identifier is added to the list of installed
configurations. When the device connects to the Configuration Server, the new
configuration identifier will be appended to the URL, informing the Configuration
Server that a new user application is currently installed.

4.4.2 Network Activation Demonstration
Initial state: The Configuration Server is running, server parameters have been
initialised and some devices are already registered. Configurations installed on each
registered device are visible when the InstallConfigurationSelect servlet is invoked. No
configurations queued for installation at this time. The third party product developers of
the ‘Web Viewer’ application want to give a customer a free upgrade. A designated
administrator must update that customer’s device using the Configuration Server.
1. An administrator logs into the Configuration Server and is verified. The
administrator is then presented with the Network Activation servlet. Figure 4-23,
which has been customised according to the administrator’s privileges. For
example the third party product administrator is only permitted to view, install and
remove its own configuration products. In this case the administrator wants to
install a configuration and clicks on the ‘Install’ button.
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CS Network Activation
The following administrative actions can be performed
•
•
•
•

Add Device and customer information to the Configuration Server
Upload configurations into the Configuration Server
Remove configurations
Install configurations onto devices
o Configurations to be installed are downloaded when devices
become active on network

AddDevice

I

Upload

I

I

Remove

Install

I

Home

d
I^Done

Figure 4-23

Network Activation Servlet View

As the servlets are contacted the servlet container calls their init() method, as
visible in the following snippet from the Tomcat servlet container’s log:
2003-06-04 13:10:57 ContextConfig[]: Added certificates ->
request attribute Valve

2003-06-04 13:10:57 StandardWrapper[:default]: Loading container
servlet default

2003-06-04
2003-06-04
2003-06-04
2003-06-04
2003-06-04
2003-06-04

13:10:57
13:10:57
13:11:02
13:11:03
13:11:05
13:12:43

default: init
jsp: init
ConfigurationServer: init
NetworkActivation: init
Instal1ConfigSelect: init
DeviceActivation: init

2. The administrator is presented with a view of the devices registered in the system
(ActiveDevices) and the configurations (Configuration table from the CS
database), which may be installed onto those devices. Figure 4-24. Note that
device #0878543104 and configuration #4 of the Configurations table have been
selected. This device already has a number of configurations installed, numbers
#1, #2 and #3. They can be seen in the Configurations Installed column. Two
other devices are currently registered with the CS. Currently, each have different
configurations installed. The administrator must select at least one device and one
configuration from those presented and then click the ‘Install’ button. If an
incorrect selection is made, an error message is displayed.
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Figure 4-24

Network Activation: Select devices and configurations

3. Once the Configuration Server has received the correct information, a queue
associating devices with the configurations to be installed is formed. Figure 4-25
shows a sample queue. If a seleeted configuration is already installed or in the
installation queue of a particular device, it is not reinserted into the queue, thus
avoiding duplications. A summary of the queue is displayed, which the
administrator confirms by clicking the ‘Proceed’ button, shown in Figure 4-26.
Configuration #34

Configuration #4565
Device #9834783476 Configuration #0978

Figure 4-25

Device #0328974581 Configuration #0978

Sample queue formed
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Figure 4-26

Network Activation: Administrator confirms selection
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4. After the selection has been confirmed, the queue is added to ActiveDevices.
Installed configurations and those to be installed are stored in the same way,
differing only in the status attribute; installed configurations are set to
CONFIGURATION_rNSTALLED, while those yet to be installed are set to
CONFIGURATION_TO_BE_rNSTALLED. The results of the installation are
then displayed, along with a repeat option, shown in Figure 4-27.
3 CS Install Configuration Results > MicrtMEoft Internet C>^ilorer
gte

Edit

Bew

Fjvortes

loob

belp

^ I ‘^Search
A^ess

[ijJFavoritei

'i^Medta

j

^

http://locah<«t:8081/sefvlet/C5.1nstallCcinfiguration.lr«tallConfigRes

*

I Links

CS Install Configuration Results
The conSgurations were successfully pushed to the devices
The push will complete when the devices next contact the CS.
Check status by cheking on Update Device(s) in the mam menu and looking at
the "Configurations Installed" and "Configurations To Be Pushed" fields.

Install More

|

Done [

Itt Done

Figure 4-27

Network Activation: Installation results displayed

5. Clicking on the ‘Install More’ button brings the user back to the selection page,
where the updated information can be seen; configuration #4 has been inserted
into the Configuration Queue column, denoting that is it yet to be installed onto
the wireless device. Figure 4-28.
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Figure 4-28

Network Activation: Configuration is installed
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6. As detailed in Section 4.3.2.1 the device contacts the Configuration Server
periodically to check for updates and download new configurations. Device
#0877627823 continues to poll the server according to its polling interval, calling
the ServerConnections pollServer() method to make the connection. This time a
JAD

URL

is

received

from

the

server,

formatted

and

saved.

The

Installationinterface is then invoked to install the configuration and update the
information on the device regarding the installed configurations. The output trace
from this process can be seen below.
Connect to server; append device and config ids --- Note device configuration identifiers in bold ---

ServerConnections.pollServerO: Connect Url =
http://1S7.190.81.167:8081/servlet/CS.DeviceActivation?devUid=087
7627823&configs=l,2,3,
--

Polling interval and jar URL received from server --

ServerConnections.pol1ServerO: received from CS: 60;http://
157.190.81.167:8081/configu rations/Webviewer.j ad?cid=4;
--

Start the installation process

--

installconfigurations.install (): Get jads
installConfigurations.spawninstallProcessO: Install - http://
157.190.81.167:8081/configurations/webVi ewer.jad
The next time that the device contacts the server and has installed the new
configuration; the URL used to contact the server has changed to include the new
configuration identifier.
Connect to server; append device and config ids --- Note device configuration identifiers in bold ---

ServerConnections.pol1ServerO: Connect Url =
http://Iocalhost:8081/servlet/CS.DeviceActivation?devuid=08776278
23&configs=l,2,3,4,
7. The user can then see and launch the ‘Web Viewer’ application. Figure 4-29.
T.iiil

Main Screen
EuroCalculator
Web Viewer

Launch

Figure 4-29

Menu

Network Activation: New user application installed
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4.5

Conclusion

In this chapter the implementations of both Configuration Server and the Device
Configuration Manager were detailed with the aid of UML use case and class diagrams,
in accordance with the architecture design discussed in Chapter 3.
The business logic functions of the Configuration Server identified in Chapter 3 were
implemented in Java packages. This provided organisational structure and for ease of
reuse and extensibility. Data management components were implemented in a separate
package, providing fast access to frequently accessed data and reusable database
queries. This decoupled business logic functions from the structure of the data that they
process, hiding specific database implementation details. The database may then be
changed without the need to change the business logic implementation.
The implementation of Device Configuration Manager features that enable the
distribution and installation of reconfigurable content on wireless devices were detailed
in this chapter. Issues affecting DCM implementation were outlined and overcome. This
implementation provides a basis for the further development of reconfigurable devices,
which may be remotely updated via the automated configuration distribution and
management system.
Two end-to-end examples of system usage were demonstrated, the performance of
which are analysed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5: Performance Analysis and Integration
5.1

Introduction

This chapter focuses on the performance analysis and integration of the automated
configuration distribution system. The analysis presents results generated by two core
system interactions: device/server polling and configuration installation. Poll response
times are examined from device and server perspectives. Configuration installation
times are gathered and used to evaluate configuration distribution using different
wireless bearer systems and related data rates. The memory usage of the Configuration
Server is also evaluated.
The results present an optimal service rate for the Configuration Server from which the
system’s scalability is analysed. This is compared to the service rates specified for an
existing wireless system network element, the Home Location Register. Measures for
deploying the Configuration Server, under network operator control, are discussed.
Integration of Device Configuration Manager functionality into an existing wireless
device operating system is then evaluated.

5.2

Simulation Environments

The results presented in this chapter were generated from simulations run on an Intel
Pentium 4 processor with a 2 GHz clock and 256MB RAM, running Microsoft
Windows XP. The Configuration Server was launched from the Sun One Studio 4 IDE,
incorporating the Apache’s Tomcat servlet container and PointBase database server.
Wireless device simulators incorporating the Device Configuration Manager were run
in separate Java executables on the same machine. However, in the case of testing the
memory usage of the Configuration Server, a the wireless device simulator running the
Device Configuration Manager is located on a separate PC, as discussed in Section 5.4.
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5.2.1 Test Automation Tool
To assist with the testing of the distribution system, the task of starting multiple Device
Configuration Manager processes is automated using a Visual Basic program.
Predefined device unique identifiers, stored in a text file, are read by the VB program
and appended to an execution command. This command is used to invoke an MS-DOS
box to execute the distinct DCM processes. An interval for starting the DCM processes
is also available. To aid the debugging of the start application, an execution log is kept.
The application window is shown in Figure 5-1.
, CS start Device Application
Device UID File

ID: \Analvsis\S tartCentre\StartCentreData\device_UID_list.txt

Execution Command

|D:\JavaVi2sdk1.4.0_01 \.bin\java -cp DADev^ConfigSystemVDevice DCM.DCM_Main

Number of Devices

|io

0878543104
0864567893“

Exec Log File

Interval

0877627823
0932727233
5543232343
3456789122—
3538683713 ,
8975132187

ID: \Analy sis\S tartCentre\StartCentreData\exec_log.txt

Start Device(s)

Figure 5-1

5.3

6000

Stop Device(s)

View Exec Log

Start Device Test Automation Tool

System Performance Analysis

In this section the time taken to perform the main end-to-end operations of the
distribution system - polling and installation operations - are evaluated. Firstly, the
response time of the Configuration Server is examined as the number of wireless device
simulators polling the server increases. From initial experiments, improvements are
made to the simulation environment, and the optimal poll response time is calculated.
Secondly, configuration download and installation statistics are evaluated. The local test
environment provides a vehicle for investigating TCP/IP communications and
installation overhead. These results are employed to determine the total configuration
installation times using different wireless bearer systems.
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5.3.1 Gathering Test Results
The test results presented focus on the time taken to perform the polling and installation
operations that are central to the distribution system operation. To gather this data,
additional code was inserted at key points in the DCM and CS implementation classes.
This code extracts current time in milliseconds for particular functional areas and writes
that information to a file. Successive results that are written to the file over the tests’ run
time are compiled and presented in graph format in the following sections.

5.3.2 Polling Mechanism Performance
The polling mechanism forms part of the wireless device’s Device Configuration
Manager functionality. Analysis of the mechanism examines two measures of the poll
response time.
Firstly, the device poll response time is measured. This is the total time taken for the
Device Configuration Manager to connect to the Configuration Server, send a poll
request, receive a response from the CS, and close the HTTP connection. Both red and
green arrows in Figure 5-2 illustrate the processing path.
Secondly, the server poll response time is measured. This refers to the time taken for
the Configuration Server to process a response to a poll request, as indicated by the
green arrows in Figure 5-2. The response process includes registering a new device,
synchronising the device configuration information with the Configuration Server
device record, formatting a response, and sending it to the wireless device.
The difference between the device and server response values is the communication
time taken on the local machine, as indicated by the red arrows.

Figure 5-2

Polling Request and Response Processing
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The system contains a number of variables, which affect the timeliness of these
response times. They are:
•

The polling interval of the device.

•

The number of devices currently polling the Configuration Server.

These variables are investigated in the following sections to attain an optimal rate for
Configuration Server poll response times in the test environment described above. The
testing process begins by observing the results generated when one device polls the
server. The number of devices is increased in successive tests to examine the server
response to increased load. The polling intervals of the simulated devices are then
modified to achieve an optimal poll inter-arrival rate for poll requests.

5.3.2.1

Servlet Initialisation and Device Registration

This section examines the device response times gathered when one device polls the
Configuration Server every 30 seconds over a 10 minute period. When the device first
contacts the server, the servlet container initialises the DeviceActivation servlet to
handle the poll requests. This increases the device poll response time. Since this device
is not registered, the DeviceActivation bean must create a new device record in both the
ActiveDevices structure and in the database, as described in Section 4.2.5.5. These
operations contribute to a relatively high response time for the first poll request, as
illustrated in Figure 5-3.

Figure 5-3

Device poll response times, 1 device

Once the DeviceActivation servlet is initialised, it continues to handle requests from
other wireless devices. This initialisation process occurs once for each servlet during the
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server lifetime and does not increase the response times of subsequent polls. Storing the
relevant device information in the ActiveDevices class in memory further reduces the
overhead of subsequent polls from registered devices, as the database is not accessed.
However, at any stage a device that requires registration may contact the server, thus
increasing the response times. The device poll response times, shown in Figure 5-3,
even out over the 10 minute period, showing an overall average time of 57.7 ms for a
poll request to be processed and returned. Thus, the registration and servlet initialisation
process increases the average polling time by 380%.
However, the results displayed in the graph above show three other major peaks. In
order to establish why these spikes are evident, they are first compared with the server
poll response times. Figure 5-4 shows that the increased response times are matched in
the Configuration Server and are propagated into the device poll response results. The
test machine and operating system contribute to these peaks. The test machine has a
single 2GHz processor, which the Configuration Server must share with the operating
system. Applications executing to support the CS - the development environment,
serv'let container, database server, and the test automation tool - introduce their own
elements of competition to CPU access. While these peaks certainly affect the response
time of the Configuration Server, an average optimised server response time can still be
achieved.

Figure 5-4

Device and server poll response comparison, 1 device
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5.3.2.2

Server Poll Processing

This section examines the device and server response times gathered when five devices
poll the Configuration Server. In the first test scenario, five devices are started at the
same time by the test automation tool. The five devices poll the server every 30 seconds
over an 8 minute period. Figure 5-5 shows the initial poll times have increased from
350ms to 550ms. This is due to 5 devices connecting and registering with the server
simultaneously, creating a processing backlog on the server, thus affecting poll response
times. Peaks are visible every 30 seconds, or polling interval. As time progresses, the
processing backlog decreases and the response time improves.

Figure 5-5

Device and server poll times, 5 devices

Figure 5-5 indicates the need to spread the rate at which the poll requests arrive at the
server for processing, depending on the number of connecting devices. The effect of
spreading polling times evenly over the 30 second polling interval can be seen for 5
devices in Figure 5-6. The average server poll response time improves by 57%, from
113ms to 49ms. Device poll request times improve by 49%, from 163ms to 83ms.
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Figure 5-6

5.3.2.3

Device and server poll times 5 devices, 30 sec polling interval

Multiple Poll Analysis

In this section, further tests are run with an increasing number of devices polling the
server. The numbers of devices used are 1,5, 10, and 20 devices. The following graphs
comparatively plot the server poll response times for all the devices on the same graph.
Device poll response times for all devices are then presented. Response times are
averaged over a number of test runs to determine:
a)

The average server poll response time as the number of devices increases.

b)

The optimum poll arrival rate at the server for this implementation and test
environment, i.e. how often a poll should arrive at the server in order for
response to be returned within 98% of the average poll time.

c)

The effect of the simulation environment on device poll response.

The server poll response times are recorded over 40 minutes, with Figure 5-8 depicting
the same trends identified in Section 5.3.2.2. An initial peak is evident when the devices
first register with the server, which increases with the number of devices. Additionally
peaks occur in the response times of each of the multiple device simulations. This is due
to factors related to the test environment - servlet container thread handling [64], and
operating system scheduling [65].
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HTTP requests for a partieular file are handled by threads that act on a servlet instance
in the web container, shown in Figure 5-7. This is usually an efficient way to handle
transitory requests, as the server can respond to multiple requests simultaneously. These
threads are normally pooled, which recycles a single thread to handle different tasks.
Thread pools are constructed with a fixed size at server start-up. If the pool is too small,
HTTP requests may be rejected or held in a wait state. When the number of devices, and
therefore the number of poll requests sent to the server increases, the wait time
lengthens, thus affecting the server poll response time.
Web Container
r«qu«st
request
request
request

Figure 5-7
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Request Thread Handling

Process scheduling is an important activity, especially for single processor machines
that utilise multitasking techniques to ensure that all process gain access to the CPU.
Windows environments schedule processor usage using threads. Each process is
allocated a priority, which influences the process’ acceptance onto the CPU. Multiple
processes with the same priority must wait for CPU access. When server and device
simulators are running on the same processor, the device response times increase. These
trends are most evident when 20 devices poll the server, as more processes running on a
single processor increases registration and device poll response times, as illustrated in
the following graphs. Firstly, server poll response times are shown as the number of
devices increase, followed by device poll response times.
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Figure 5-8

Server response times over 40 minutes

A more detailed view of the server response over 13 minutes is illustrated in Figure 5-9.

Figure 5-9

Server response detail over 13 minutes

Peaks are more evident in the device response time graphs as the number of devices
increase, Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11. When 20 devices are polling the server, 20
device simulation processes are competing for the processor and therefore some are
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starved, delaying the poll response and highlighting limitations of the test environment.
This starvation is particularly shown in Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-12. Device
communications will not contend with server processes in real environments.

Figure 5-10

Device response times over 40 minutes

Figure 5-11

Device response detail over 13 minutes

As the number of devices increases, a stable server response time of approximately
60ms is achieved, as shown in Table 5-1. Server poll response times are less than or
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equal to the average server response for 99% of the 40 minute test period. To achieve a
sufficiently stable average poll response, the polls were sent from each device in
succession and scheduled to arrive at the server every 10 sec. Various test scenarios
were run to with different poll arrival rates in order to achieve a stable server poll
response time.
Number
Server
of
response
(ms)
devices

1
5
10
20

Device
response
(ms)

59.75
60.44
59.06
60.67
Table 5-1

Communications Optimal Poll Server responses
delay
arrival rate
within average
(ms)
(ms)
%

17.34
17.64
23.04
57.76

77.08
78.08
82.10
118.43

10072
10011
9974
9954

99.81%
99.82%
99.83%
99.82%

Average device and server poll response times

Since communications are local, this delay is as a result of the time taken for polling
information to pass through the test machine’s communication’s stack. Figure 5-12.

□ Device poll response
0 Serx^r poll response

5

10

Number of Devices

Figure 5-12

Device and server poll response comparison

During the testing process, the effects of increasing the load on the Configuration
Server were observed. This was achieved by decreasing the polling interval and
increasing the number of devices polling the Configuration Server. The following
effects were noted: the poll inter-arrival rate increasingly exceeded the polling interval,
thus yielding unstable server and device poll response times. This indicated that the
server did not scale well on a single processor CPU. Therefore, to yield stable poll
arrival rates and poll response times, the load was decreased.
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5.3.3 Installation Process Performance
When a poll is sent to the Configuration Server, as discussed in Section 5.3.2,
notification of a configuration to be downloaded is returned in the poll response. When
this notification is received, the Device Configuration Manager initiates the installation
process. This involves downloading a configuration descriptor file, from which the
configuration’s suitability is verified. Subsequently the configuration is downloaded in
a compressed format. The path through the Configuration Server for the installation
process is illustrated in Figure 5-13.

Figure 5-13

5.3.3.1

Install Request and Response Path

Configuration Compression

Compression techniques are important for the efficient use of available bandwidth in
wireless networks. The Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME) specification, on which the Device
Configuration Manager is based, supports the Java Archive compressed file format.
Compression with the JAR format provides 30-50% compression rates without loss of
symbolic information. The JAR compression technique is based on the ZIP
compression, which uses the Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) algorithm [66]. LZW replaces
strings of characters with single codes allowing text-based file files to be condensed.
This technique can be applied to different categories of configuration files, whose
content varies from Java class files to binary and hexadecimal files, as they contain
strings of integers and alphanumeric characters. The configuration file sizes are reduced
at the same 30-50% rate expected from Java class files, achieving an average of 39.5%,
shown in Table 5-2.
Configuration
Name
Google
Crossword
Passwords
Presence

Configuration Configuration Compression
Size
JAR Size
Achieved
(bytes)
(bytes)
%
119,876
43,267
36.09%
13,453
5,325
39.58%
48,614
44.12%
21,449
17,454
6,077
34.82%
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CustomMenu
AutoDial
Demo-RX
Demo-TX
EEPROM

Table 5-2

24,809
7,676
20,992
21,504
45,056

8,414
3,309
8,810
8,892
18,295

33.92%
43.11%
41.97%
41.35%
40.61%

Configuration Compression Percentages

The configuration JAR files are generated using the jar.exe bundled with the J2SE
reference implementation from Sun Microsystems [67]. This executable has a command
line interface, which packages and extracts specified files to and from the JAR format.

5.3.3.2

Configuration Categories

Three categories of configuration are catered for in the distribution system, user
applications, operating system updates and reconfigurable hardware updates. In the
simulations, three configurations from each category were available for downloading
and installation. The user applications are J2ME MIDP applications that can be
executed on any J2ME compliant device, while the operating system updates are
specifically designed for use on the particular operating system running on the wireless
device. The hardware updates are files generated for the PIC micro-controller [68] and
developed as part of a PhD research project specialising in the miniaturisation of
wireless device components.

5.3.3.3

Configuration Download and Installation

This section evaluates the installation process described in Sections 4.2.5.4 and 4.3.2.2.
The configuration installation times are calculated as the total time taken for the Device
Configuration Manager to communicate with the Configuration Server to:
•

Download the configuration descriptor (JAD), which includes verifying the
configuration’s suitability for installation on the device, and

•

Download the compressed configuration file (JAR), which includes the time
taken to install the configuration to the area of memory designated for that
category on that device.

5.3.3.4

Local Configuration Installation

The overhead involved in using TCP/IP protocols is examined when the device and
server are executed on the same machine. Communications in this case are local and the
times taken to transfer the JAD and JAR configuration files, without variable network
latency, can be investigated. A conceptual diagram shown in Figure 5-14 illustrates a
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full Internet eommunications stack. Configuration files and other communications pass
down through the layers of the stack on the Configuration Server, and back up through
the layers on the Device Configuration Manager. When the CS and DCM are located on
the same machine, the IP address in the HTTP requests and responses are recognised as
being local at the Internet Layer. Therefore, the configuration file payload is not carried
over the data link and physical layers, and communications between stacks occurs at the
Internet layer. The dashed red line in Figure 5-14 shows this communication.
Configuration Server

Device Configuration Manager

/^licaitton Layer

Application Layer
Cortfiguration

Configuration

i
Transport Layer

Internet Layer

TCP Segmerf

^f
IP datagram

Data Link Layer

Transport Layer

^r
TCP Segment

bifternet Layer

Local Communications
--------------------------------- ►

^

IP datagram

Ak

—

Data Link Layer

Frame

Frame
t

Physical Layer

Physical Layer

j

Encoded data

Encoded cMa

Netwoilt Media
Figure 5-14

Internet Communications Stack

The time taken to download the configuration files over the local machine’s TCP/IP
stack and install them on the wireless device are shown in Table 5-3 and graphed in
Figure 5-15. Despite configuration JAD flies being an average of 215 bytes in size, an
even spread of download times is shown for both JAD and the notably larger JAR files.
The processing involved in parsing and verifying the configuration descriptor file on the
wireless device accounts for this similarity. These results show the overhead for
downloading and verifying the descriptor, and downloading and installing the
configuration. This process is necessary regardless of network media, and shall be used
to examine the performance of the download and installation of configurations over
different wireless bearer systems.
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Configuration
Name

Category

User-app
Google
Crossword
User-app
User-app
Passwords
Presence
OS Update
CustomMenu
OS-Update
AutoDial
OS-Update
Demo-RX
Hardware-Update
Demo-TX
Hardware-Update
EEPROM
Hardware-Update

Table 5-3

Google

Crossword

Passwords

Configuration Download Configuration Download Total
JAD
JAR
Install
JAD Size
JAR Size
(bytes)
(ms)
(bytes)
(ms)
(ms)
258
250
280
188
192
188
194
194
188

1873
2517
2381
2318
2459
2449
2093
2263
1848

43,267
5,325
21,449
6,077
8,414
3,309
8,810
8,892
18,295

1730
1272
1117
1099
1382
1117
1064
1282
1480

3805
3843
3540
3487
3873
3613
3238
3613
3398

Local configuration download times

Presence

Custom Menu

AutoDial

Demo-RX

Demo-TX

EEPROM

Configurations

Figure 5-15

5.3.3.5

Local Configuration Download Times

Non-local Configuration Installation

The configuration download and installation times for installation on a local machine
are expanded in this section to estimate transfer times over different wireless systems.
GPRS - General Packet Radio Service, EGPRS - Enhanced GPRS (also referred to as
EDGE) and UMTS - Universal Mobile Telecommunications System data rates are
used. The configuration download times shown for GPRS are based on the CS-2 coding
scheme and the EGPRS is based on the MCS-5 coding scheme for 1 and 2 channel
combinations [9].
Both GPRS and EGPRS are evolutionary developments towards the implementation of
3G networks such as UMTS. The range of services provided by UMTS is broader than
in 2.5G systems with four classes of service defined - conversational, streaming.
-
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interactive and background. Each service class defines different data rates and Quality
of Service parameters. The two latter classes are most suitable for downloading
configurations to wireless devices as they consume the least amount of network
resources for non real-time data transfer. Services using the background class can only
gain access to the network when it is not in use by other service classes. This increases
the delay in the total installation time. The interactive class has similar QoS parameters
to the background class, but has higher priority, making it a better candidate for
delivering configurations in UMTS. Two of the multiple combinations of data rates
available to the interactive service class for the downlink are 64kbps and 144kbps [69].
Table 5-4 provides approximate estimations of the length of time required to download
different compressed configuration files over different bearer systems and at varying
data rates. To estimate the overhead of using TCP/IP protocols, the local configuration
transfer times have been included in the results presented.

Configuration
Name

Google
Crossword
Passwords
Presence
CustomMenu
AutoDial
Demo-RX
Demo-TX
EEPROM

Table 5-4

GPRS
GPRS
EGPRS
EGPRS
UMTS
UMTS
1 channel 2 channels 1 channel 2 channels
13.4kbps 26.8kbps 22.4kbps 44.8kbps 64kbps 144kbps
(sec)
(bytes)
(sec)
(sec)
(sec)
(sec)
(sec)
JAR
Size

43,267
5,325
21,449
6,077
8,414
3,309
8,810
8,892
18,295

29.64
7.02
16.35
7.12
8.90
5.59
8.50
8.92
14.32

16.72
5.43
9.94
5.30
6.38
4.60
5.87
6.27
8.86

19.26
5.75
11.20
5.66
6.88
4.79
6.38
6.79
9.93

11.53
4.79
7.37
4.57
5.38
4.20
4.81
5.20
6.66

9.21
4.51
6.22
4.25
4.92
4.03
4.34
4.72
5.68

6.21
4.14
4.73
3.82
4.34
3.80
3.73
4.11
4.41

Configuration download times over different bearer systems

A number of variables affecting the raw data rates of these systems are not factored into
the download times. For example the bearer networks’ transfer capacity is calculated
based on variables such as link quality, the number of users in the cell and available
bandwidth. The bearer systems define packet size used by the different channels, which
must be padded out if the configuration file contents do not fit exactly into the packet
size, thus decreasing the effective data throughput. The time required to establish
signalling for the links over which the data is sent must also be considered based on the
data type and quality of service parameters. Control headers also reduce the effective
data throughput and are not factored into the transfer times.
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The configuration JAR file sizes impact more significantly on the length of time taken
to perform the installation when downloaded over the bearer systems discussed above.
This is due to the direct relationship between this size of the file in kilobytes and bearer
data rates for each system. These results are presented in Figure 5-16.

Google

Crossword

Passwords

Presence

CustomMenu

AutoDial

Demo-RX

Bearer Systems

Figure 5-16

5.4

Configuration download times over different systems

Configuration Server Memory Usage

Application servers are often deployed in demanding Internet and communications
environments, where the stable and efficient execution of application logic is very
important. Over time, incorrect memory usage could cause the server to handle requests
inefficiently, or result in server downtime. The memory usage of the Configuration
Server is investigated here over a 3-hour period to ensure that application logic handling
requests from wireless devices were not resulting in memory leaks. Sun One Studio IDE
houses Configuration Server logic, servlet container and database server in a single
application. The IDE executes these components in a process called runide.exe, whose
memory usage is visible in the Windows XP Task Manager on the test machine.
The simulation environment differs here compared to preceding tests. The DCM
connects to the Configuration Server running on the test machine used in the previous
-
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tests. However, the poll requests and responses are transmitted within the local IP
subnetwork, over a lOOMpbs LAN Ethernet segment and an 11Mbps WLAN, as
illustrated in Figure 5-17.
15?.190.81J95

Device CoriTiyuration
Manager

Configuration
Server

Ethernet

157.190.188.74
Figure 5-17

802.11b

157.190.188.161
Simulation Environment for Memory Usage Tests

For the 180 minute test period, a wireless polls the Configuration Server every 10
seconds, sending a total of 1080 polls. At time tO, when the Configuration Server first
starts, the environment resources collectively consume 86,276KB of memory. At
t0+30sec, when the wireless device polls the server and is registered, the server memory
usage jumps to over 91,000KB, stabilising at around 91,300KB. The memory usage
trough at 70 minutes is due to a compaction by the operating system, stabilising again at
89,300KB. This memory profile exhibits very stable use of memory over the 3-hour test
period.
The memory usage of the runide.exe was examined every 10 minutes. The results taken
demonstrate a stable memory usage profile, as shown in Figure 5-18.
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Figure 5-18

Server memory usage over 3 hours
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5.5

Distribution System Scalability

Ireland has 79% mobile subscriber penetration and approximately 3.1 million customers
and three network operators, Vodafone, 02 and Meteor, with 56%, 40% and 4% market
share respectively [7]. This section examines the integration of the Configuration Server
into a network operators system to cater for an average number of 1 million Irish
subscribers by examining:
a) Server capacity capabilities and installation requirements.
b) Deployment schemes to improve service rates and server resiliency.

5.5.1 Configuration Server Capacity
The Configuration Server responds to wireless device poll requests in approximately
60ms, Table 5-1. This results in a processing capability of 16.7 polls per second. For a
network operator serving 1 million customer devices, the server could process all
devices in 60,000 seconds, or 16.7 hours. Devices need not poll the server every 16.7
hours; a polling interval of 168 hours or once a week is sufficient. If the server were to
exclusively service poll requests, server utilisation would remain at 10%. The additional
capacity may therefore be used to service configuration update requests.
To give an example - the network operator Vodafone Ireland [70] have implemented a
mobile video conferencing facility to wireless devices as part of their 3G services. Some
time after the initial service deployment, they wish to change the existing video
compression algorithm to H263 [71]. H263 is optimised for relatively low motion video
content, and produces relatively good quality video when streamed over a 64kbps link.
Ten thousand subscribers, or 1% of Vodafone’s 1 million subscriber population,
currently use the video conferencing facilities. Updating the compression algorithm
used to generate the video stream requires a configuration update to be distributed to ten
thousand wireless devices. The update can then be integrated into the wireless device’s
video conferencing application. For this example, a H263 decoder that is 13,132 bytes
[72] is queued for installation on the Configuration Server. The estimated download
times for this update using different wireless bearer systems are shown in Table 5-5.
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Configuration
Name
H263-update

GPRS
1 channel
13.4kbps
(sec)
(bytes)
JAR
Size

13,132

11.44

Table 5-5

GPRS
2 channels
26.8kbps
(sec)

EGPRS
EGPRS
UMTS
UMTS
1 channel 2 channels
22.4kbps 44.8kbps 64kbps 144kbps
(sec)
(sec)
(sec)
(sec)

7.52

8.29

5.95

5.24

4.33

H263 download times over GPRS

Once the device receives notification of the update, it would take 11.44sec to download
the update over the slowest bearer services - one 13.4kbps GPRS channel. The 10,000
subscriber devices will contact the Configuration Server intermittently within the
polling period. Assuming the polling period is 1 week (168 hours, 10,080 minutes), the
server must handle the 10,000 download requests at an average of one request every 1
minute. Within that minute an additional 100 polls will arrive to the server. A server
utilisation of 10% for servicing poll request means that handling this load is within the
server’s capability.
The Configuration Server’s capacity requirements may be compared to the Alcatel 1422
Home Location Register (HLR) and Authentication Centre (AuC) [73], handling 1
million subscribers per rack. Under full load the HLR will process a location update in
under 250ms and an authentication request in less than 160ms. Although the
Configuration Server implementation is not of industrial standard, its processing
capabilities are comparable at 60ms to service per a poll request. Servers operating in
telecom environments typically have more powerful processing capabilities in
comparison to the test machine used for this research, and can thus achieve faster
response rates. For example, the Motorola GSM Operations and Maintenance Centre
(OMC-R) is built on Sun Ultra Enterprise 3000, with quad Sparc processors, starting at
1 GB RAM. The Motorola OMC for GPRS uses Dell PowerEdge Server, with 4
Pentium 4 processors, and 1 GB memory.

5.5.2 Configuration Server Deployment
This section describes the deployment details of the Configuration Server. These
include the location of the CS and the partitioning of CS component onto different
processors.
For speed and efficiency, the Configuration Server should be located close to the
wireless devices and yet be independent of network specific entities. The CS needs to
be accessible to device manufacturers and third party service providers, but ultimately
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the core responsibility lies with the network operator, who needs to maintain control
over network usage and traffic. A possible location for the Configuration Server is in
the radio networks’ IP backbone since the Packet Data Network (PDN) can be accessed
by any number of wireless systems, illustrated in Figure 5-19.
LEGEND

GSM/GPRS Core Network
GSM Core

OSM • Olobjl System for Mobiles
MSC* Mobile Switching Centre
VLR • Visitors Location Register
HLR • Home Location Register
BTS- Base Transceiver Station
BSC* Base Station Controller
OPRS ' General Packet Radio Sen/ice
PCU- Packet Control Unit
SGSN * Serving GPRS Support Node
GGSN' Gateway GPRS Support Node
UMTS* Universal MobileTelephone System
UTRAN * UMTS Terrestrial Radio Aoocss Netwok
RNC • Radio NeMroik Controller
PLNM * Public Land Mobile NetAioik
PSTN * Public Switched Telephone Network
PDN • Packet Data Network

GSM'UMTS Core Network
UTRAN

Figure 5-19
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Configuration Server in IP Backbone

The Configuration Server must be flexible, scalable, and robust when deployed on a
live network. The layered architecture of the server implemented in this thesis includes
features to enable these three requirements when deployed. Components at each of the
layer of the architecture: presentation, business logic and database access layers, can be
customised according to the requirements of the network operator. The use of Java in
the CS architecture makes the system platform independent, with component-based
technologies that adhere to industrial specifications. The deployment scheme in Figure
5-20 allocates dedicated processing power to each of these layers implemented.
Client

Configuration Server

Resources

Tomcat
Servlet
Container
Tomcat
Servlet
Container
Figure 5-20
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Dedicating computing resources to a database server running on a different machine
separates the Configuration Server business logic from the data. This can be put into
operation quickly, as the dedicated data management functionality is provided in the CS
implementation.
Since administrators, wireless devices and their users interact with the CS in different
ways, their particular ‘View’, can be ‘Controlled’ more efficiently with dedicated web
containers. Effectively, separate processors would handle wireless device poll requests
and administrative tasks. The processing load incurred by the queuing configurations
for installation would be independent of poll requests processing. Deploying this system
by allocating dedicated computing resources to separate layers of the MVC design
paradigm could increase server capacity, provided that the abstraction of the layers does
not excessively increase the server’s computational overhead.

5.6

Device Configuration Manager OS Integration

In this section the feasibility of integrating the Device Configuration Manager into
existing device operating systems is investigated. The DCM was developed with no
specific device operating system in mind; therefore this study reveals initial porting
requirements that must be expanded for realistic integration. Of the three mobile phone
operating systems introduced in Section 2.5.1, Symbian OS has the greatest
manufacturer support, was developed as a limited footprint fully fledged operating
system from the outset, and allows considerable customisation to enable licensed
vendors to distinguish their products. For these reasons, this section investigates DCM
and Symbian OS integration.
Symbian OS defines core operating system functionality. Figure 5-21, upon which
licensed vendors can build trademark application engines and GUIs. Customised DLLs
and device drivers can integrate support for hardware peripherals, such as cameras, into
the operating system.
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Symbian OS Architecture with Licensee Extensions

The DCM was designed as a Java process that utilises the J2ME communications
framework for delivering HTTP content to a Java enabled wireless device. However,
the extensions described in Section 4.3 cannot remain part of the J2ME environment, as
support for the installation of different configurations categories is not supported. In
order to integrate the Device Configuration Manager operation into Symbian OS, the
DCM functional packages must firstly be written in C++, Symbian’s programming
language. The packages must also be reorganised to fit into the Symbian architecture.
The DCM process is therefore split into two operation areas:
•

A control module, launched in the bootstrap sequence of the Symbian device,
initialises the process properties and starts the polling mechanism. The poll
thread must be extremely efficient, as it is constantly running on the device,
consuming memory and limited processing power.

•

Bulkier and the less frequently used installation interface code should be
implemented as a DLL and loaded into memory as required. The responsibility
of loading the DLL falls to the polling thread in the control module. This is also
responsible for unloading the DLL once the installation is complete.

Other DCM features can be integrated into the control module of installer DLL, or
integrated into existing Symbian functional areas. DCM communications should be
moved out of the Java space and utilise the Symbian OS Communication API, Figure
5-21. TCP/IP connections are implemented through the socket interface, with
connectivity monitored by the Network Interface Manager (NifMan) [74]. The DCM
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uses HTTP to send and receive data in a specific format (poll structure in Section 4.4.2).
This may be implemented by formatting a single buffer containing the data and writing
it to the appropriate socket.
Access to memory is very important for the DCM process, as installation parameters
and configurations need to be managed. Symbian’s EUser library provides services for
applications, including memory management. Memory is allocated to threads in
processor dependent sized chunks, containing fixed stack (8kB) and heap up to a device
dependent maximum. Configuration files need to be addressable via a unique identifier
or memory location. Input and output streaming APIs in the Symbian Control
Environment, can be used to retrieve and modify configurations stored in the Symbian
OS permanent file store.

5.7

Conclusion

This chapter concentrated on performance analysis of the automated configuration
distribution system. The performance of two core Configuration Server interactions,
device polling and configuration installation, were analysed. Polling statistics were
examined from device and server perspectives as the number of wireless devices
contacting the server increased, yielding an average poll response time of 60ms.
Configuration installation times gathered on a local machine indicate the overhead
involved in using TCP/IP communications. Configuration installation times were then
estimated over different bearer systems and data rates. Results indicate that the
advancement of telecommunications technologies and data rates will hasten mass
configuration distribution and installation.
The Configuration Server’s memory usage was evaluated and demonstrated a very
stable pattern. The scalability of the Configuration Server and automated distribution
system was assessed. CS capability was examined under a theoretical load of 1 million
wireless devices. If each device contacted the server once a week, ample spread in poll
requests would allow the server to service update requests. Configuration Server
deployment possibilities were then examined.
Lastly, the integration of the Device Configuration Manager into the popular Symbian
OS was discussed. The DCM requires some modification, but ultimately the functional
areas fit into the wireless device operating system architecture.
- Ill -

Chapter 6: Conclusions and Further Research
The purpose of this thesis has been to
Develop a system to automatically and centrally distribute and manage
software and hardware/firmware configuration updates for heterogeneous
wireless devices, to allow for the effective deployment of rapidly changing
networks and services.
This work described the development path towards the achievement of the above core
goals. Chapter 2 outlined the motivations, challenges and constituent technologies of
the automated configuration distribution system. Requirement analysis, system design
and architecture were outlined in Chapter 3, with implementation details in Chapter 4.
System performance. Configuration Server deployment and Device Configuration
Manager integration were investigated in Chapter 5.
The hub of the automated distribution system is the Configuration Server. Centrally
located, the CS is responsible for the automated distribution of software and hardware
configurations to remote heterogeneous wireless devices, management of software and
hardware configurations, subscriber and device information. The CS also provides
request and connection handling for wireless devices and administrators.
Currently wireless devices have limited reconfiguration capability; the widest know
systems centre about Java user application development and distribution. Presently no
systems address device hardware reconfiguration, where configuration files can be
distributed en masse. This thesis presented an approach for the implementation of
wireless device Configuration Management (CM), expanding the brief of CM from user
applications into operating system and hardware updates, thus defining and catering for
three levels of device reconfigurability. The Device Configuration Manager supports
the receipt and installation of distributed configurations.
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Java technology was selected to implement Configuration Server and Device
Configuration Management components, J2EE and J2ME APIs respectively. The
advantage of using Java technology lies in its platform independence, which in turn
causes disadvantages, as J2ME specifications define the lowest common denominator
of device functionality. This tradeoff resulted in certain required DCM operations not
being catered for within the J2ME and therefore necessitated the development of the
DCM specific extensions.
System performance was assessed in Chapter 5 and demonstrated that Configuration
Server is capable of handling multiple device polls. An average response time of 60ms
was achieved. The communications delay was also calculated for the test environment.
Installation statistics revealed that the CS could take advantage of increased data rates
in evolving telecommunications networks to more efficiently service multiple device
configuration download requests.
The Configuration Server may be integrated into existing network operator structures,
and thus accessible by multiple network access technologies by residing in the packet
data network (PDN). The Device Configuration Manager must be modified for
integration into existing device operating systems. Specifically, integration with
Symbian OS was investigated. OS components such as communications and memory
management modules can be reused. However, the installation of updates to
reconfigurable hardware would require extensions to core operating system
functionality.
This thesis demonstrates the successful implementation of an automated distribution
and management system for software and hardware configurations. The impetus for and
employing reconfigurable wireless device technology was investigated, and its
feasibility studied though the implementation of a reconfigurable wireless device
emulator. The challenges overcome in this research highlight requirements for
incorporating reconfigurable capabilities into wireless devices of the future.
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6.1

Further Research

Considerable scope exists for the further development of automated configuration
distribution and management systems. Some of these are examined in comparison to the
implementation described in this thesis.
This thesis highlights the feasibility an automated distribution and management.
However, some caveats exist. It cannot be assumed that all wireless devices are capable
of three levels of reconfigurability - user applications, operating system updates and
hardware updates. Decisions for effective configuration distribution must first evaluate
device capabilities. Additionally, combinations of software and hardware configurations
in the Configuration Server repository should be tested for suitability to multiple
wireless devices prior to queuing and installation to avoid inefficient network and
device resource usage. Diverse device dependencies, customer preferences, billing
requirements, available network resources, and upholding service level agreements
(SLA) with corporate and individual entities, including quality of service (QoS) issues,
further complicate this decision making process. Policy based networks can be used to
manage these complex decisions, characterised by the definition of rules concerned with
different aspects of the network [75]. The most effective methods of describing rules to
govern device reconfiguration provide possibilities for further investigation.
More exacting poll response results may be achieved with the use of statistical polling
methods, and employing multiple processors in the test environment. Polls arriving at
the Configuration Server should reflect more realistic usage circumstances, which may
be statistically distributed. Different distributions may be determined according to the
time of day and geographical location. Taking the powering up of wireless devices into
account, the morning hours of 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. may exhibit an increased number of polls
as users power up their devices for the day’s use. This may follow a Poisson distribution
and polls to the Configuration Server may be generated accordingly. Geographical
locations such as airports and hospitals may restrict wireless device usage, signifying an
increase in the number of devices powering up throughout the day. This subject
provides a source of analysis material for further statistical investigation and scalability
testing.
Security aspects of a reconfiguration scheme merit further research. System adoption is
dependent on the levels of security achieved to satisfy network operators, software and
- 114-

hardware vendors, and device users. The Java application environment confines Java
processes from accessing restricted system functions [76]. Additionally, J2ME classes
must be preverified in lieu of a full-scale byte-code verifier. The Installation Interface
proposed in this thesis. Section 4.3.2.2, may cater for certain aspects of hardware
configuration checking prior to installation. Digitally signing the configurations may
yield a possible solution. Verification of the signatures by the limited wireless device
requires resources, which may fuel research. Further measures to safeguard wireless
device hardware and operating systems against malicious or unintentional misuse would
provide further research material. Furthermore, satisfying the privacy requirements of
wireless device users is important for the uptake of this developing system.
The incorporation of hardware reprogrammable logic into wireless devices for
reconfiguration OTA requires further development over the coming years [77].
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Abstract - The continuing evolution of wireless networks and services has increased the
complexity and diversity of wireless networks and devices placing a significant emphasis
on the need for flexible provisioning and interoperable network and device management.
Widely varying wireless technologies currently operate independently worldwide,
making wireless network access for the nomadic global customer confusing and
unwieldy. New technologies, network access methodologies and improved services
further obscure the evolving environment. Providing access to these services and
managing their lifecycle in this scenario is a key issue. Our work involves analysis of the
requirements for an end-to-end solution for provisioning and reconfiguring wireless
devices to operate seamlessly in diverse mobile environments. Analysis of the inherent
problems, design and implementation, of such a system is addressed in this paper.
Keywords - Wireless device provisioning. Reconfiguration management, Java, IP integration
and interoperability

1

Introduction

Currently most European countries offer GSM
and GPRS networks. Roaming on the GSM
network is widespread and popular, where one
phone will work seamlessly within another
country’s network. However the same system
does not operate worldwide. Instead, a plethora of
telecommunications service providers implement
different incompatible systems. Both increased
demand for wireless bandwidth capacity and
worldwide connectivity saw the development of
3rd generation (3G - UMTS) networks, with 2.5G
(GPRS) as an intermediary stage [1]. These
networks require many changes, including new
user devices. In addition side technologies such as
iDen and EDGE further complicate the
transitions.

- A.2

Optimised
wireless
technologies
provide
connectivity for different access scenarios. For
short-range wireless communications, Bluetooth
and WLAN technologies may be employed. For
long-range communications, UMTS may be
employed, covering the macro area where the
wireless device is increasingly mobile. Locations
with low infrastructure and sparse population
density may be covered by satellite, Inmarsat for
example [2].
Incorporating capability for the above diverse
technologies and access scenarios in a single
wireless device is costly. Since the prospective
customer base is unlikely to require such
capabilities, this kind of device may be seen as
overly ambitious with little chance of all features
being utilized. However, if the device were to
contain a reprogrammable logic component, it

could be reconfigured to take advantage of
network resources and services on a requirement
basis, illustrated in Figure 1. This paper describes
the design and implementation of a system to
provision and reconfigure wireless devices in
order
to
bridge
evolving
technologies,
interoperating seamlessly in diverse mobile
scenarios and environments.

Figure 1: Issues affecting wireless device provisioning and
reconfiguration span reprogrammable ware on the device,
access technologies and providing management and
distribution.

2

Problem Scope

The means by which a wireless mobile device
may be dynamically provisioned and reconfigured
requires device reprogrammability from the
hardware component (updateable in a binary file),
to supporting operating system software, to user
driven applications. The scope of the investigation
to distribute software and hardware configurations
OTA to the device addresses the following areas -

• A component called a Device Configuration
Manager (DCM) to interface with the CS,
managing access to the reconfigurable device
hardware and software configurations.
Communications must run over a standard
protocol. This will be IP and HTTP.

3.1 Java Technology
Software and hardware configurations should
have a standard installation environment in order
to be accessible to as many devices as possible,
with minimal change to configuration specifics.
This requirement is addressed with the use of Java
technology. Java is both a high-level distributed
object-oriented language programming language
and a platform consisting of the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) and the Java Application
Programming Interface (Java API). When a Java
program is compiled, it is converted to byte code,
which can run on any JVM, providing Java’s
platform independence.
Using Java to distribute configuration software to
reconfigurable devices allows for a seamless
installation path from server to device as the
server uses Java 2 Enterprise Edition and the
device, Java 2 Micro Edition [3].

3.2 Configuration Server (CS)
The server implementation is completely
independent of the nature of supported devices
and must provide:

• Management of software configurations for
distribution

• GUI - through which the network operator or
service provider can manage services,
devices, and customer information.

• Management of those configurations on the
wireless device

• Data Persistence - for customer, device and
configuration update information.

• Device availability

• Network-Activation - an administrative
interface through which configurarions may
be provisioned and installed onto devices
registered in the Configuration Server. This is
referred to as a network-activated installation.

• Device capability.

3

Requirements of System

The system requires two main entities:
• A configuration distribution server to store
and manage access to the software and
hardware configurations. The Configuration
Server (CS) has been implemented to provide
this functionality;
- A.3 -

• Device-Activation - an access point to cater
for requests for configuration updates from
devices. This is referred to as a deviceactivated installation.
• Connection tracking - parameter setting for
devices. A polling frequency is set specifying
when the device must contact the server.

3.3 Reconfigurable Device
A Device Configuration Manager on the device
caters for the downloading, installation,
execution,
deletion
and
updating
of
configurations. It requires a Java Virtual Machine
(JVM) along with:
• Polling Mechanism - to check for new
configurations on the Configuration Server
when scheduled, as specified by the polling
frequency.
• Installation Interface - to provide standard
access to device specific installation
instructions and persistent memory.

To provide access to web-based services as they
evolve, the Configuration Server stores, manages
and distributes three main file categories of
software and hardware configurations:
- User Files, downloaded by a user,
- Operating System Files, which
underlying operations of the device.

modify

- Binary Files - reprogrammable hardware.
On the wireless device those three file types
provide the content to update user applications,
OS software and device firmware/hardware
Access
Network

Reprogrammable
Wear

I

IP Backbone

I

Web-based
Services

• Read and write access - to the areas of
persistent memory where configurations
reside on the device installation and deletion.
This enables the DCM to track installed
configurations and allows users to view and
run installed applications.
• Automatic start-up when the device powers
on, and clean shut down when switched off

4

Overall System Architecture

An overall high-level architecture in Figure 2
shows a wireless device with its Device
Configuration Manager connecting Over-The-Air
to the Configuration Server using any number of
Access Technologies to reach the Core IP
Network common to 3G networks. The CS
provides access for administrative entities network operators, manufacturers and third party
product providers; and to wireless device users.
Reprogrammable
Wear

Access
Networir

I

IP Backbone

I

Web-based
Services

Figure 3: Architecture details

5.1 Graphical User Interface
The GUI provided employs web technology and
is displayed in dynamically generated HTML.
Figure 4 shows the CS Network Activation page,
which provides administrative access to network
activated functionality, navigable by clicking on
buttons at the base of the page.
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Figure 2: Overall system architecture

Figure 4: CS GUI - Network Activation

5

Configuration Server
Architecture

The Configuration Server, Figure 3, is responsible
for the automatic distribution of software and
hardware configuratios to reconfigurable devices.
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5.2 Data Persistence
The CS provides persistent data and atomic
transaction handling. Data may be stored on the
access server, but is more likely to be distributed

over a number of geographically remote servers.
For our purposes we store device, customer and
configuration file information. The software and
hardware configurations are packaged in Java
Archive files, bundling together all the necessary
code and resources. JAR content is detailed in a
Java Archive Descriptor file, or JAD. During an
update devices first download this file to verify
compatibility and if the JAD is approved, the JAR
is downloaded and installed.
5.3 Configuration Update Mechanisms
A configuration update is activated either by the
user of the device - Device Activation, or by an
administrative entity (network operator or service
provider) - Network Activation.
5.3.1 Device Activated Update
A wireless device user initiates a device-activated
update. When the server is contacted, a user may
view and download updates, provided the
configurations match device criteria such as
memory and display capability. Figure 5 shows a
wireless device connecting to the Configuration
Server. Access criteria differ for each activation,
so custom handlers deal with each separately.

Figure 5: Device and Network Activations

5.3.2 Network Activated Update
A network operator or service provider
administrator initiates a network-activated update.
Figure 5, providing the following functionality:
• Registering device and customer information
• Uploading new configuration to CS repository
• Removing a configuration
• Installing configuration(s) onto device(s)
The first two functions use HTML forms to gather
information inputted by a network operator or
service provider administrator. The third involves
selecting hardware and software configurations to

be removed from the database. Configuration
installation is discussed further in the next section.

6

Server/Device Communications

Communications between the wireless devices
and CS take place over HTTP, which is available
over almost any IP connection common to 2.5 and
3G wireless systems and devices [5], which
provides reliable packet delivery and sequencing.
Requests are sent from the wireless device to the
server whereby a response is generated and
returned to the wireless device. HTTP requests
require an open TCP connection, which uses a
dedicated port number.
This scenario works well when a wireless device
contacts the Configuration Server, as only one
connection is being serviced. However if the CS
wishes to distribute reconfigurable content to
wireless devices, initiating and maintaining
numerous connections causes problems when
installing content on devices and will be discussed
in the following sections.
6.1 Transferring Configuration Updates
Using the configuration update functionality of
the Configuration Server, mobile wireless devices
are provisioned with an initial configuration and
or reconfigured as configurations develop or are
required. Two main methods are available for
delivering and installing configurations on the
wireless device; server-push and client-pull.
The advantage of a server-push is that the server
has total complete over when and how often data
is sent and is more efficient when sending large
amounts of data intermittently as the connection is
held open. Unfortunately holding the connection
open requires the allocation of a dedicated TCP/IP
port, which may be an issue for servers with a
limited number of TCP/IP ports and thousands of
users.
With a client-pull, the connection is not held open
over time; it is open and closed as required. Since
the amount of data to be transferred is small and
configuration updates infrequent in comparison to
a typical web browser client, client-pull is the
preferred delivery method for this system. In
addition, the J2ME only provides support for
connections initiated by the user or a process on
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the wireless device. Consequently the approach
employed by the CS to install configurations is as
follows:
• Configurations selected for installation by an
administrator are queued per device by the
CS. This can be seen in Figure 6.
• When the particular device contacts the CS,
details of updates are transferred.
• The device chooses if and when to download
the updates depending on available resources,
cost and state of the device at that time.
’
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Wireless devices in the GSM network are
equipped with a unique number identifying the
subscriber, the IMSI. This system uses the IMSI
to identify a wireless device on the network and to
uniquely track sessions between it and the server.
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6.2 Session Tracking
HTTP is a stateless protocol, which treats each
transaction independently [7], thus once a
wireless device has established a connection to
the CS, the server must track the session
throughout the lifetime of the connection. One
common approach, cookies, transmits text about
the state of the connection in HTTP headers.
Another, URL rewriting, appends a unique
session ID to the end of each request URL sent to
the server. Most web browsers support session
tracking using the above approaches. However in
the limited capability J2ME environment, session
tracking support is not automatically available. To
ensure the efficient distribution of configurations,
we extended the wireless device communications
interface to support tracking using URL rewriting.
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Figure 6: Select configurations to update or install

When the wireless device is powered on, or
accepted onto the network (roaming devices), the
device registers with the Configuration Server,
thus establishing a connection. If configurations
are queued for this particular device, the server
response conveys configuration update(s) to the
wireless device. Additionally, the server specifies
a polling frequency, whereby the device can
periodically check for configuration updates. The
wireless device then initialises a timer mechanism
to reconnect to the server whenever this polling
frequency has elapsed, see Section 7.2.
Since polling the server utilizes network resources
like bandwidth and server CPU time, the polling
frequency may be related to the customer profile
or QOS policy [6]. For higher paying customers
the frequency can be shorter, e.g. every 60
minutes. For the low tariff subscriber, the polling
interval can be 24 hours. The polling frequency is
changeable after a connection is established.
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Wireless Device Architecture

An architecture for reconfigurable wireless device
must be implementable on a broad range of
wireless devices, phones and PDAs. For this we
require a software platform to run on all
hardware. The Java 2 Micro Edition, shown in
Figure 7, provides this hardware independence
and is designed specifically for devices with a
limited memory footprint.

B
Reconfigurable
J2ME Device

Figure 7; Device Architecture - The DCM controls the
reconfiguration environment: the Installation Interface to the
Reconfigurable Logic Component and Persistent Memory.

7.1 J2ME Specification
J2ME hierarchy is shown in Figure 8. The profile
of a J2ME device is defined for a family of
similar devices - for wireless devices; it is the
Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP). The
Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC)
defines the configuration of a J2ME device. It
addresses issues such as battery operation, very
constrained memory, limited processing power,
low bandwidth and high-latency network
connections.

■ Managing data in persistent memory, the
polling frequency for example.
7.2.1 Polling mechanism
In accordance with the device and connection
requirements in Section 5.3, the DCM uses a
timer mechanism. A thread is scheduled to wake
up after a specified time and polls the CS and
pulls available configuration updates.
Each poll will take the form of an HTTP GET
sent to the CS, containing the following
information about the device:

Pi ofHe

MDP

Coiifiyiiratioii

CLDC

• Unique device identifier, forms session ID.

KViltualMacline

KVM

• A list of installed configurations.

VeiKlor OpecaOiu System

1 Vender OS |

Hardware

The response from the server contains:

Hardware '

• The device’s polling frequency.
• Information on new configurations, if any.

Figure 8: J2ME Hierarchy

The J2ME implements a severely reduced virtual
machine, the K Virtual Machine (KVM), which
serves the same purpose as the JVM and is named
to reflect that its limited size is measured in the
tens of kilobytes. The KVM is suitable for devices
with
16/32-bit RISC/CISC microprocessor
controllers, and with as little as 512 KB of total
memory available [8].
7.2 Discovering Configuration Updates
The Device Configuration Manager (DCM), see
Figure 7, caters for the downloading, installation,
execution and removal of configurations,
specifically:
■ Deciding whether the update will be installed
now or at a later.
■ Asking the device user for confirmation
before certain changes can take place.
■ Informing the user of reconfiguration and the
progress of changes.

7.2.2

Configuration Packaging and
Installation
Information regarding the configuration to be
installed (JAD file) is first downloaded and
verified by the DCM for suitability with the
device’s Java environment, the reconfigurable
logic unit and available memory. If all of the
criteria are met, the configuration update is
downloaded. The installation sequence for a
reconfigurable hardware configuration update is
shown in Figure 9 on the next page.
Once the pull is complete, the DCM decides when
and how to install the configuration. Software and
application updates are largely catered for within
the J2ME specification. For hardware updates, the
DCM invokes the Installation Interface, which
extracts a binary file specific to the reconfigurable
logic component from the downloaded JAR file
deals and installs it according to the vendor and
implementation
specific
details
of the
reconfigurable chip.

■ Catering for the potential reorganisation of
existing configurations in preparation for the
installation of a new configuration, deletion of
an older version for example.
■ Deciding in which area of persistent memory
the update should be stored before, during and
after the installation.
- A.7-

Figure 9: Reconflgurable hardware service installation sequence

7.2.3 Reconflgurable Hardware
The reconflgurable hardware component may be
implemented using an Adaptive Computing
Machine (ACM) [9], which provides advantages
over other hardware technologies (DSP, ASIC
and FPGA) enabling dynamic fast reconfiguration
of evolving algorithms and standards without
concerns of untimely obsolescence [10].
Detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this
paper as we are concentrating on provisioning and
reconfiguration distribution. However, some
issues have been investigated and form a proposal
for operational extensions to a wireless device.

8

Wireless Device Extensions

8.1 Configuration Storage on Device
The J2ME specification states that, it is no more
than a least common denominator reference
implementation, designed to cater for a wide
range of wireless and mobile devices. To this end
it assumes that no file system exists on the device.
Lack of a file system or addressable persistent
memory is a major drawback to implementing

Over-the-Air software and hardware provisioning
and reconfiguration on wireless devices.
The restrictions on device memory functionality
leaves the J2ME under specified for the task of
installing binary files to reconflgurable hardware
components. In a typical scenario, a hardware
update may not be immediately installed. Other
operations or events may need to first take place.
Therefore, for this solution to be implemented
most efficiently on a reconflgurable hardware
platform, a shared data storage facility extension
is required to the J2ME.

8.2 Configuration Storage Solution
The J2ME reference implementation provides an
emulator for managing the Java execution
environment. However the J2ME specification
expects actions such as contacting the server and
installing an update to be performed by a user. For
this system we require the configuration update
process to be automated and thus independent of
the device user. The DCM extends J2ME
communications functionality, starting from when
the device is switched on; the DCM automatically
initiates the polling mechanism, invoking the
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installation interface if hardware configurations
need to be installed, as discussed in Section 7.2.2.
Once a hardware configuration is extracted from
the JAR resource file, is placed in an area of
persistent
memory
accessible
by
the
reprogrammable logic component. For discussion
purposes this is a Virtex-II Xilinx FPGA [11].
The Xilinx support software reads from this
directory, verifies the file and installs the binary
onto the FPGA.

9

Memory Evaluation

Table 1 shows memory usage for running
software configuration or user application. The
JAR is the compressed file delivered OTA to the
wireless device, its size detailed under the
Software Configuration’s name. From Table 1 it
is clear that JAR size bears little resemblance to
the running memory requirements, detailed in the
last column. Heap Used. The J2ME profile
specification specifies a minimum requirement of
32Kb to be allocated for the object heap. In this
example no configuration’s memory usage during
execution was below that minimum. This
indicates that even very small configuration sizes
may contain applications that use a considerable
amount of memory. While the minimum
specification is quite small, devices will
realistically need to (and do) exceed these
requirements.
Byte codes Dynamic
Software
Objects
Configuration Executed
(b^es)
(bytes)
(JAR bytes)
FileClient
(JAR = 3,266)

Animation
(JAR = 12,690)
HttpLogger
(JAR = 4,761)
WTK Demo
(JAR = 144,445)

Heap
Used
(bytes)

120,182
159,185

43,664
51,780

35,020
43,084

336,718

64,488

36,080

134,309
84,750

67,948
46,056

53,936
32,044

276,502

93,368

32,608

Table 1: Memory usage for running software configuration

Over-the-Air capacity is a concern amongst
manufacturers and developers, since significant
OTA bandwidth capability must be available to
achieve reliable dynamic downloading of

software and hardware configurations to devices.
Table 2 shows that while small sized
configurations may be fast to download, any
sizable
configuration
update
will
take
considerable time. Given one GPRS 13.4Kbps
channel, a 164Kb update will take 12 seconds to
download. Typically a customer is allocated more
than one channel for data transfer; making larger
sized configuration downloads more achievable.
Given the examples above we see that OTA
capacity may not significantly limit service size
and therefore functionality.
Configuration
Name
Nokia Tester
Crossword
Live Weather
SoccerLeague
UEmail

Size

Transfer Times
GPRS*
□MTS'"
5KB
2.99 sec
0.40 sec
6KB
3.58 sec
0.48 sec
25KB 14.53 sec 2.00 sec
88KB 52.54 sec 7.04 sec
164KB 98.4 sec
13.12 sec

Table 2; Configuration download times, where * is one
13.4kpbs GPRS channel and ^ is derived from a likely
100kbps UMTS connection throughput

10 Conclusion
In this paper we have examined the design and
implementation of a system to provision and
reconfigure wireless devices advancing the
interoperability of evolving devices with
emerging wireless technologies and access
networks. We have outlined the scope of the
problem, requirements of a system to address
these problems and design and implementation to
meet the requirements.
This framework provides access to network
resources and services, allowing updates on the
wireless devices to keep pace with development
lifecycles. This enhances the interoperability of
diverse wireless devices since, reconfigurable
Over-the-Air, they become increasingly flexible
and robust in a rapidly changing global wireless
communications environment.
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Glossary
ACM
API
ASIC
CS
DCM
DSP
EDGE
FPGA
GPRS
GSM
HTML
HTTP
iDEN
IP
JVM
IMSI
OTA
QOS
TCP
UMTS
URL

Adaptive Computing Machine
Application Programming Interface
Application Specific Integrated Circuit
Configuration Server
Device Configuration Manager
Digital Signal Processor
Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution
Field Programmable Gate Array
General Packet Radio Services
Global System for Mobiles
Hyper Text Mark-up Language
Hypertext Transfer Protocol
Integrated Digital Enhanced Network
Internet Protocol
Java Virtual Machine
International Mobile Subscriber Identity
Over the Air
Quality of Service
Transport Control Protocol
Universal
Mobile
Telecommunications
System
Uniform Resource Locator
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SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION FOR WIRELESS
DEVICES
A reconfigurable approach
Grainne Foley and Fergus O'Reilly
Cork Institute of Technology, Bishopstown, Cork, Ireland

Abstract:

The dramatic rate of evolution and technology divergence from 2G to 3G and
onwards broadens requirements for interoperability across software systems
and wireless devices. These should interoperate seamlessly, transparent to
users, who need only concern themselves with the final result. The challenge
of providing transparent and reconfigurable content to wireless devices is
addressed in this paper.

Key words:

Wireless networks. Software distribution. Reprogrammable wireless devices

1.

INTRODUCTION

Currently most European countries offer GSM and GPRS networks. Roaming on
the GSM network is widespread and popular through a series of cooperating
standards and agreements. The same system does not operate worldwide. In order to
bridge the gaps and advance wireless telecommunications,
generation (3G)
networks were envisaged [1]. These networks require changes in network structure,
user devices - hardware and software implementations. With the continued rapid
development and rollout of wireless IP infrastructures and devices, the rate of
obsolescence of user equipment is increasing dramatically. Currently 25% of
handsets are replaced annually [2]. This trend will accelerate as new network
architectures and technologies are introduced. Maturing these technologies will
require many iterations and releases of software and hardware.
A system for software and device independence is explored here using Java.
Java provides platform independence and is ideally suited to software delivery to
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divergent wireless devices over differing networks. It is predicted that Java will be
present in 74% of wireless phones shipped in 2007 [3]. Java is implemented in the
Services Archive (see below), making the solution presented Java end-to-end.

2.

SERVICES ARCHIVE ARCHITECTURE

The Heterogeneous Services Archive illustrated in Figure 1 manages the
distribution of software and firmware/hardware updates to wireless devices.

Figure I. Heterogeneous Service Archive Architecture

User services may be device-activated, on a user service requirement basis, or
network-activated, facilitating operators, manufacturers and service providers [4].
Thus, the mobile device must be able to support dynamic service downloading
facilities, in addition to service execution. Two Java platforms are employed, the
Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) in the Services Archive and the Java 2 Micro
Edition (J2ME) on the wireless device [5].

3.

WIRELESS DEVICE ARCHITECTURE

J2ME provides a hardware independent platform designed for limited memory
footprint devices. It does this using the Connected Limited Device Configuration
(CLDC) and the Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) [5], which respectively
provide virtual machine features needed to support wireless mobile devices; and
networking, user interface, persistent storage and application APIs. Code for the
MIDP and CLDP resides in a vendor-customed Kilobyte Virtual Machine (KVM). It
is suitable for devices with 16/32-bit RISC/CISC microprocessors/controllers, with
as little as 512 KB of total memory available. The J2ME wireless device has a fourcomponent architecture:
a) Management Component: Managing software and hardware components.
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b) Services Component: Controls the execution of MIDP applications - MIDlets. A
MIDlet, or a suite, is packaged in a Java Archive file (JAR) containing code and
other resources. There may be many MIDlet suites on a wireless device.
c) Persistent Memory Component: For application and versioning data.
d) Hardware Component: Implemented using an Adaptive Computing Machine
(ACM) [6]. The ACM provides advantages over other hardware technologies
(DSP, ASIC and FPGA) enabling dynamic fast reconfiguration of evolving
algorithms and standards without concerns of untimely obsolescence [7].

4.

WIRELESS DEVICE UPDATES

Software updates are largely catered for within the J2ME specification. Updates
to the underlying hardware are delivered from the Services Archive to the wireless
device. Figure 2. Suitability is firstly verified by downloading a Java descriptor file.

Figure 2.

Hardware updates sequence diagram

The services component extracts an ACM resource (binary) from a JAR file. The
management component then checks and installs the file, an MPEG-4 update for
example. This mechanism requires operating system support and interaction but
makes extendible, reconfigurable component based mobile devices a reality.
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5.

MEMORY AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The MIDP specifies 32KB of run time memory for all Java applications. The
statistics shown in Table 1 use the J2ME reference implementation.
Table 1. Execution statistics for MIDlet suites (bytes)
Details

MIDIet Suite
MyFileClient
Animation
WTK Demo

JAR file
size

Connect server, get file
Series-PNG images
Show system properties

3,266
12,690
144,445

Executed Dynamic
byte codes objects
120,182
336,718
276,502

43,664
64,488
93,368

Heap
Used
35,020
36,080
32,608

The JAR file is highly compressed for efficient delivery. It swells significantly at
run time indicating that even very small suites may use considerable amount of
memory. The amount of heap used for one MIDlet execution already exceeds 32KB
in two cases. While manufacturers can optimize memory usage, they are already
targeting total heap sizes in excess of 32KB. The Motorola iDEN phones specify a
maximum JAR size of 50KB for one MIDlet suite, while the Nokia 3410 specifies
30KB.
Table 2. Typical download times for MIDlet suites with GPRS and UMTS

MIDlet Name
Nokia Tester
Crossword Solver
Live Weather
SoccerLeague
Uemail

Function

Size

Transfer Time
GPRS*

For testing Nokia phone features

(KB)
5KB

1.49 sec

0.40 sec

Crossword puzzle solver

6KB

1.79 sec

0.48 sec
2.00 sec

UMTS'^

Graphical current weather

25KB

7.46 sec

Online multiplayer soccer

88KB

26.27 sec

7.04 sec

Mail for J2ME and WAP clients

164 KB

48.96 sec

13.12 sec

* GPRS two channels - 26.8kbps

UMTS at likely lOOkpbs throughput

From Table 2 we can see limits in Over-The-Air capacity may not significantly
limit MIDlet suite size and functionality. If roaming from 3G to GPRS, performance
rates are still reasonable. This is important, as JAR sizes will increase to deliver new
services to devices.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we examined an overall architecture to provide transparent and
reconfigurable content to wireless devices. The Services Archive manages the
distribution of services activated from the network or from the device itself. The
wireless device employs Java as a delivery mechanism for updates to software and
firmware/hardware. Wireless devices, reconfigurable OTA, become more flexible
and robust in a rapidly changing personal communications environment. This
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reduces the cost of technology evolution, an important consideration given the
significant concerns over 3G-rollout expenditure [8].
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Achieving Network and Device Independent Management
in 2.5G and 3G Wireless Networks
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Abstract — The GSM mobile telecommunications standard gained
widespread support and customer penetration due to wide ranging
standardization and interoperability. The dramatic rate of evolution and
technology divergence from 2G to 2.5 G and onward through 3G will
broaden the requirements for interoperability across telecommunications
software systems, user mobile devices, internet facilities and a broad range
of value added services. All of these should interoperate seamlessly,
transparent to the users, who need only concern themselves with the final
result. The challenge of providing transparent and interoperable
telecommunications software, while at the same time embracing multiple
standards, and technologies, is addressed in this paper. Solutions will be
examined from the perspective of firstly managing the diverse Network
Infrastructure, which will carry the traffic and secondly of dynamically
managing the handheld user devices which ultimately will deliver the
services.
Keywords - Telecommunications configuration management.
Heterogeneous device management

I

INTRODUCTION

Currently most European countries offer GSM and
GPRS networks. Roaming on the GSM network is
widespread and popular, where one phone will
work seamlessly within another country’s network.
This is possible through a series of cooperating
standards and agreements. However the same
system does not operate in the U.S, for example.
There, a plethora of telecommunications service
providers implement different incompatible
systems, rendering mobile phone coverage patchy
outside urban areas, expensive and less popular. In
an attempt to bridge the gap and advance mobile
communications technology, 3rd generation
networks were envisaged, with 2.5G (GPRS) as an
intermediary stage [1]. These networks differ
significantly from 2G (GSM) networks, requiring
changes in network structure, operations, air
interface and user devices. Whilst 2G (GSM) is
circuit switched, 2.5 and 3G are packet switched
networks. 3G networks will also move to spread
spectrum radio transmission technology.

In addition side technologies such as iDen and
EDGE will further complicate the transitions.
Currently the process of switching from 2G to 2.5G
and again to 3G (UMTS) will involve new
hardware, software and network implementations.
This complex transition from one evolving
technology to another may be reduced by
implementing a reconfigurable software radio [2]
infrastructure.
This paper proposes a framework to minimise this
complexity, implemented in two phases. Firstly we
propose an independent Network Management
infrastmeture to manage diverse network
components and protocols. Secondly we examine
the management of heterogeneous wireless user
devices. We concentrate on dynamic service
provisioning and
hardware
reconfiguration
management. Both
stages
employ tiered
architectures and
independent,
distributed
programming models.
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II

III

Tool for Independence

Software, network and device independence is
explored here using a Java-based architecture [3],
Java technology is both a high-level distributed
object-oriented language programming language
and a platform. The Java platform consists of the
Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and the Java
Application Programming Interface (Java API).
When a Java program is compiled, it is converted to
byte code, which can run on any JVM, thus
providing Java’s platform independence. The API
provides a common set of programming constructs
available on every installation to all programs.
Figure 1 below shows the Java Hierarchy.
-

Java Application
Java API
Java Virtual Machine

Target Operating System

2.5G AND 3G Mobile Networks

Data and voice networks are merging into one
contiguous communications path [4]. Through
technologies such as Wireless Application Protocol
(WAP) [5] and iMode [6], data connections are
readily available. Figure 2 below shows
development of telecoms networks:
• GPRS is packet-switched technology, touting
burst transmission rates of 171.2 kbit/s. Currently
in pilot deployment phase, rates of 43.2 kbit/s
download and 14.4 kbit/s upload are now
possible.
• EDGE (Enhanced Data rates for Global
Evolution) is an intermediary technology paving
the way for GSM and GPRS networks to 3G
technologies.
• UMTS is expected to replace GSM and GPRS,
delivering multimedia services across wireless
networks, proposing data rates of 384kbit/s by
2005.
Wireless Internet technologies will bring increased
access to diverse resources and services. To achieve
transparency
and
interoperability
in
implementation,
each
network
node,
communications channel, software component and
hardware device will need to be as independent as
possible.

Hardware
Figure 1: Java Hierarchy

GSM/GPRS Core Network
GSM Core
VLf!
Otatewev

MSC

HLR

OOSN

LBGBtD
GSM - Global Sylem forMobiles
MSC-Mobile Switching Centre
VIR-Mators Location Register
HLR- Home Location Register
BT S • Base Transceixer Station
BSC - Base Station Controller
GPRS - General Packet Radio Senrice
PCU- Pactet Control Lhit
SGSN- Sen/ing GPRS Support Node
GGSN - Gateway GP RS Support Node
UMTS - Uhiveral MobileTelephone System
LfT RAN - UMTS Terreirial tedio Access Network
RNC- Radio Network Corrtroller
PLhM- Public Land Mobile Network
PSTN - Public Switched Telephone Network

GSM/UMTS Core Network
GSM Core
.,.5

Figure 2: GPRS provides a transition from GSM to 3G Networks
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IV

Network Infrastructure
Management

There is no standard protocol for network
management. Different vendors implement a broad
range of protocols in their network element
products, which are tied to a specific management
implementation. The first phase will break this
pattern. This is achieved by implementing an
independent network management infrastructure to
manage diverse network components. Requirements
include
• Employment of platform and vendor independent
open interfaces.
• Using a base IP infrastructure to achieve the
greatest interoperability [7].
• Dynamic service provisioning to minimise
deployment and maintenance costs.

takes place via the LDAP database, which translates
data using specific translators, any number of
management protocols (SNMP, CORBA, and
CMIP) can be supported. This translation process is
transparent to the network operator, infrastructure
elements and network management software. Using
this architecture the following was achieved;
• Support for different management protocols.
• Consistent management when network element
technology changes.
• Reliable,
reconfigurable
and recoverable
configuration management.
• Dynamic service provisioning across different
standards.
• A successful testbed for evaluating/comparing
different management technologies [9]
V

Wireless User Device
Management

With the continued rapid development and rollout
of wireless IP infrastructures and devices, the rate
of obsolescence of user equipment is increasing
dramatically. Software and configurable hardware
upgrades are becoming part of the lifetime of user
devices. This trend will accelerate as new network
architectures (2.5 and 3G) are introduced. Maturing
these technologies will require many iterations and
releases of software and hardware. Network
management solutions need to centrally and
automatically
distribute
software
and
firmware/hardware updates throughout the wireless
networks. The second phase of this project is
concerned with the dynamic distribution of these
wireless user device reconfiguration and service
provisioning updates. To achieve this we again
employ standardised interfaces and a reconfigurable
component based architecture.

Figure 3: Independent Network Infrastructure
Management Architecture

Figure 3 illustrates the network element
management architecture. The Network Manager
Center is connected to the network elements via an
LDAP Database Server. LDAP (Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol) is a vendor and platform
independent information management protocol,
which runs over IP [8]. Since all communication

VI Services Archive Architecture
The component based heterogeneous services
archive illustrated in Figure 4 is responsible for the
automatic
distribution
of
software
and
firmware/hardware.

Figure 4: Proposed Heterogeneous Service Archive Architecture
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Client

integrated Database

J2EE Server

Figure 5: 3-Tiered Services Archive Implementation

User services may be device-activated, on a user
service requirement basis, or network-activated,
facilitating operators, manufacturers and service
providers [10]. Thus, the mobile device must be
able to support dynamic service downloading
facilities, in addition to service execution [11].

a)

The J2ME platform is designed specifically for
devices with a limited memory footprint, like
mobile phones and PDAs. This hierarchy is
illustrated in Figure 6.

The system is modelled on a three-tier architecture,
similar to Figure 3 above, involving a client, server
and database structure, illustrated in Figure 5. The
implementation is completely Java based,
employing two Java platforms, the Java 2
Enterprise Edition (J2EE) [12] and the Java 2 Micro
Edition (J2ME) [13]
a)

Profile

MDP

Coiifigiiratioii

CLDP

K Viitiial Mactine

KV/M

Vsiidor Operatlig
Hardware

The Java 2 Enterprise Edition

The service management component and the
services repository of the Services Archive
architecture (see Figure 4) both employ Java 2
Enterprise Edition (J2EE) technology, providing the
server capabilities for storing, maintaining and
distributing the services. To minimise costs and
maximize performance over a limited radio
interface, the J2EE server processes requests from
the mobile device, responding only when the
request has been completed. For example, the
server might run a DNS query for a limited
capability web browser, returning the results to the
mobile device. Servlets and Java Beans are used to
carry out this functionality.
b)

The Java 2 Micro Edition

Database

Services are stored in the Services Repository,
which is an LDAP database. This may be the same
database used in the Network Infrastructure
Element Management Architecture as shown in
Figure 3. Services may be distributed throughout
the network using LDAP.

VII

Vendor OS
’ '* Pit

Hardware"^

Figure 6: J2ME Hierarchy

The profile of a J2ME device is defined for a family
of similar devices. For wireless devices, it is the
Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP). The
Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC)
defines the configuration of a J2ME device. It
addresses issues such as battery operation, very
constrained memory, limited processing power, low
bandwidth and high-latency network connections.
The J2ME implements a severely reduced virtual
machine, the K Virtual Machine (KVM), which
serves the same purpose as the JVM and is named
to reflect that its limited size is measured in the tens
of kilobytes. It is suitable for devices with 16/32-bit
RISC/CISC microprocessors/controllers, and with
as little as 160 KB of total memory available [14].
The J2ME Wireless Toolkit [15] provides a
development emulation environment.
J2ME Device
Watchdog Process

USER Device Architecture

Since this user device architecture must mn on a
broad range of mobile phones, PDAs and other
wireless devices, we need to choose a common
software platform, which will run on all hardware.
J2ME provides this hardware independent platform.
A software architecture can then be integrated with
J2ME.

Mobile Device

(device-acUvaiecS)
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Figure 7: Watchdog Process within User Device

b)

e) Persistent Memory Component

J2ME Device

The J2ME user device has a four-component
architecture, a management component: the
watchdog process, the running services component,
associated persistent memory storage and a
reconfigurable hardware component.
c)

Management Component

Upon the J2ME enabled wireless user device
resides a watchdog process responsible for
managing the other software and hardware
components. See Figure 7. This involves managing
the radio connection used to obtain the software and
hardware services, their acceptance, installation,
activation, execution, deactivation and deletion.
d)

Most MIDlets require persistent memory storage to
record highest score for a game or address book
entries. This information is stored in J2ME device’s
Record Management Store. In addition, versioning
information and other particulars of each MIDIet
are persistently stored. Static and dynamic services
updating relies on the watchdog mechanism to
ensure timely and efficient delivery of updated
services based on stored MIDIet particulars.
J)

Hardware Component

Any hardware components can be implemented
using Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA).
This allows the user device to be reconfigured
through as discussed in the following section.

Services Component

The services component runs J2ME applications
known as MIDlets, or a MIDP applet [16]. MIDlets
are generally user applications such as games, and
address books. User transparent functionality can be
added in this way. If a running MIDIet requires a
service, such as XML parsing or MPEG support,
the mobile device downloads this service from the
services archive (See section VI, Services Archive
Architecture).

VIII

UPDATING USER DEVICE
Hardware

The services are packaged as binary files, some
containing software services such as games etc.
Others may be encryption algorithms implemented
in software or hardware. Updates to the underlying
hardware configuration may be achieved by means
of an FPGA resident in the mobile device. The
FPGA allows device manufacturers, service
providers and network operators to tailor the
microprocessor to effectively deploy updates to
rapidly changing networks and services. This
implementation is independent of the radio carrier
and will tailor for vendor specific hardware.
During the installation procedure, the watchdog
process, mentioned in the previous section, extracts
an FPGA binary file from a MIDIet wrapper. This
MIDIet is downloaded from the Services Archive,
and unwrapped to reveal a hardware component
ready to install onto the mobile device. Dynamic
implementation of this mechanism makes
extendible, reconfigurable component based mobile
devices a possibility. This in turn will help attract
consumers to invest in new telecoms technologies,
as it eliminates the need to purchase a new device
when technology or network changes.

IX

Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed a two-phase
approach to achieve network and device
independent management in 2.5 and 3G. Firstly we
proposed an independent network management
infrastructure to manage diverse network
components. This was built using distributed
programming models and employed a three-tier
architecture. Similarly the second phase of the
project examined managing dynamic wireless user
device reconfiguration. Component based open
network architectures represent a trend in telecoms
development that broadens the sphere of personal

Figure 8: Motorola i85s running a MIDIet [15]
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communications and information technology into
the wireless arena and paves the way for new
resource management techniques such as Jini [17].
It also minimises the costly complexity of transition
from one evolving technology to the next, a vital
consideration given the concerns over the costs of
3G [18],

X

Glossary of Terms

GSM
Global System for Mobiles
GPRS General Packet Radio Service
UMTS Universal Mobile Telephone System
LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol
CORBA Common Object Request Broker
Architecture
CMIP Common Management Information
Protocol
J2EE
Java 2 Enterprise Edition
J2ME Java 2 Micro Edition
MIDP Mobile Information Device Profile
CLDC Connected Limited Device Configuration
KVM Kilobj^e Virtual Machine
MIDlet J2ME Mobile Information Device Profile
as opposed to an applet
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array
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The Challenge
fg transparent and interoperable
munications software
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• Responsible for automatic distribution of software
‘Java 2 Enterprise Edition in services archve
•Component based
• Device activated
• Network activated
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Conclusions

• reoorigufln haidvrare component (FPGA)

• Software Vpd&ed using MIOIets downloaded
OTA from theSprvices Aichive
• Hardware updb%s (FPGA binary) packaged in
MIDIetandinsMlid to FPGA

•Component based, open arcKecture
• Paves way for new configuration
management technKiues (Jini)
•Minirruses cost of transition from one
technology to another
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